Introduction:
The response to the first issue of Vagabond City was astonishing to me.
Being able to start up a literary magazine from virtually nothing was a
complete shock. As we head into the second issue, I continue to be proud of
the work we put out. The response to Vagabond City has continued to grow.
My inbox has flooded with compliments of the work we’ve published and,
of course, tons of submissions. This issue is a little bit longer because I was
so impressed by so many authors.
I am personally proud to bring together such a diversity of writers- I often
find myself inexplicably drawn to the weird and unique voices that find me.
As it so happens people from all-walks of life have ended up in the journal.
Vagabond City is by outsiders, for outsiders. I wouldn’t have it any other
way.
- Joe Marchia

MAMMYWOOD
Gloria
As it goes, even J-Lo was maid up to remain the same
Driving Miss Lazy just sticks to
The same crazy creed
racist fantasy greed
Everyone else is maid to serve their old rule colonial need
In just one movie Latifah, Alicia, and two more mammywood made
all 4 one white child
played the past present
set in a time period when they were the ones being kicked to the ground
and as always, through all their plight and nerve
they were timed to serve
How many actress' or actor' does it take to mammy make for the sake of
1 white 1
Can you count all those mammy movies with me?
Back to Freeman
played a god the right way
all to save 1 white guy
as a prisoner
all to aid the only innocent 1 white guy
and even in Glory
same ‘ole story
all there to support 1 white guy story
in Batman
Which some know is really black man
His smarts are displayed for the aid of 1 white guy
Miss Lazy did drive Mr. Freeman to award
Denzel maid to protect
What the heck, for consistency
just make it be, same white child again
And, Mr. Washington was awarded
for lesson he gave in mad bad cop acting
to purify the acting role of 1 white guy

and NO in this century
Latifah and LL Cool J would not have it their way
2 play just for romance
Again, forced into mammy dance
Ms. Berry knows the sad game
She had to play the roles just the same
Even Don Cheadle got stuck with the mammy need all
Now they got little black girls
playing "the little girl no one loved"
everyone around her is unfurled of any sympathy
making me wanna hurl
her teacher, a meth-head
and instead she is slapped back
mammy wrapped to care for 1 white guy
There is no independence
Not player hating
Just tired racists mating actors to play only in their mammy holds
over and over and over again
Gotta get over

Gloria is a Brooklyn US born, poet and multidiscipline artist. In 2012 poems
published in Blackberry; a magazine and The New Verse News(online).
Previously published in D#6, D#3 (Amsterdam), in US lit 'zines; BlazeVox,
A Gathering of the Tribes, LUNGFULL!, Interview magazine, and Aloud,
Nuyorican Poets Anthology. She has taught poetry writing and performance
poetry for various NY arts organizations. She organizes art/poetry/music
events, workshops, and sells artist’s works via: gloworksart.com

Jesse Back
sex is
the great affirmation
more than anything else
it tells us
we're alive
heart pumping blood
to the dick
that throbs in
anticipation.
sex is our only goal
in life
to make another live
so when we do it
our purpose is fulfilled
bodies pumping sweat
heat
spilling from our naked selves
the juice of life
spilling from us
letting us know we are men
no one is complete
without sex
neither thirteen year old boys
or catholic priests
biology
christianity
voodoo
really
everyone just wants

a hole to fuck
and call their own.

Jesse Back
had a few beers and walked to work
and never saw her again.
she lies on her back
on the bed
smiling up at me
her top lip is thin
and her teeth are very white
so she has a good smile.
i smile
kiss her neck
her long brown hair is everywhere
she has large tits that sag a little
but still look good to me
she has a long scar
from her bellybutton
to her pelvis
where she'd had three c-sections
and a piercing in her bellybutton
matching tattoos on her collarbones
she regrets getting
and one on her back
she doesn't mind so much
it's too bright in here
she says
i close the windows
turn out the lights
bring down the blinds
all with this giant thing
waving around comically

this feels awkward
she says
well, we aren't drinking
it's always awkward when you're sober
it'll be better once we get started
after, she smiles and says thanks
i go into the bathroom for a towel
when i come out
she's doing jumping jacks naked

Jesse Back:
I grew up small-town in southeastern Ohio. We had a small farm: a couple
of quarter horses and a red barn on top of the hill.
I went to a small Christian university for a couple of years in a dry town in
northern Kentucky. I struggled with a lot of demons there until finally God
gave way to reason. Now I have no more demons.
After that I went to the biggest on-campus university in the country where I
obtained a useless Bachelor's degree and something like 80 grand of debt
which I can't imagine ever paying back.
Now I'm back to that small farm and dating a brunette mother of three. She
drinks wine like I drink wine and sometimes she goes crazy and we fight into
the night.
I've had two poems accepted at Marco Polo Arts Magazine and a couple
more at Offcourse Literary Journal.

Floating in an Above Ground Pool While the Last Pill of Summer Goes About
Its Business of Filling my Head with a Gentle Fuckery that Could Be
Described, in the Broadest Sense of the Word, as “Anachronistic”
Glen Armstrong
The pill dissolved inside me.
Then I dissolved in the swimming pool
on a sunny suburban afternoon.
Soon, the pool itself will be floating
through the neighborhood’s bloodstream,
and my friend, Judy Robinson,
who owns the pool and this fluffy towel
will return with Indian take-out, maybe.
And I’ll regret, maybe, taking the pill recreationally
because at my age this sort of thing
could stop my heart
or start it up again.
I could see the whole world in a gold
lamé jumpsuit exploding
into unrehearsed song:
Oh please, Papa Smurf,
rise from your pastoral hot tub.
It should probably be enough
that there are other states of mind to be,
like air hockey and love, enjoyed by youth,
but the pill dissolved inside me
and my fingerprints are everywhere.

Rock and Roll Part Seventeen
Glen Armstrong
What starts as a kind word
finishes as a kind of word.
Some homeless poke the rubble
with broken flagpoles
as if searching for Steven Tyler’s
still tiger-skinned
Hey Nonny Nonny.
I always knew it would come to this
for me
but what of my city?
They’ve torn down the stadium
where Aerosmith played.
When I was little
I had m-i-t-t-e-n-s.
Now my h-a-n-d-s
have become mysterious things,
two little yelps in the night.
Please. Thank you. Skyline, if
it wouldn’t be too much trouble,
where am I,
and how did I get here?
The muscle cars have wilted
under some undiagnosed dystrophy.
The blond girls who used to know my name
make eye contact

then turn away ashamed
of the crippled music box dancers
that used to spin
inside their throats.

Glen Armstrong has appeared in Conduit, Juked and Cloudbank. He holds an
MFA in English from the University of Massachusetts, Amherst and teaches
writing at Oakland University in Rochester, Michigan. He edits the poetry journal,
Cruel Garters.

Despair
Drew Pisarra
A man who looked just like me, whispered (in my
ear) something low and unexpectedly pornographic –- a crude come-on that basically meant,
I should fuck myself, letting one of the me’s be he.
Kindly I declined. Still, my alter ego persisted with
one obscene suggestion after another. Initially, I
pretended I had no idea what I meant. I refused to
reject myself outright. Then I tried to break it off ohso-gently. Then I was direct. Finally I told myself
to go to Hell. But nothing worked. I stalked myself
unceasingly for years. I drove myself insane with a
version of self-love as foreign as Papua New Guinea.

Martha
Drew Pisarra
Listen Martha, I know a thing or two about
the erotics of self-loathing. I know all about
self-inflicted, big-girl punishment,
about the pleasures of penetration -yes, I said "penetration" -and how that obliterates feelings of "less than"
by ramming them out of existence.
Bam, bam, bam.
I know about the masochist's deficiencies
and the injustices of the sadist
who won't validate your worth.
You think I don't, Martha? Because I do.
Saying that last part out loud sounds ridiculous.
Doesn’t it, Martha?
I mean, I know better than anyone
not to romanticize pain
even if knowledge never guarantees a change,
not by a long shot. Every fool knows
where this crazy shit started
and where it's headed, Martha.
You do, too, Martha.
But who wants to hear the ho-hum reasoning
of Freud; that same same old, lame-o excuse
about repressed longing turned
into some sort of shameful neurosis.
Advice is just a cliché with good intentions.
I say, make the most of what you've got
and get over yourself, Martha!
Have a drink, Martha!
Laugh it off. Buy a new dress.
And yet…
Sometimes, I can’t stop myself from recognizing
obliteration is the best solution.
Call me nuts but I do think a good
hurt is better than nothing at all.

Isn’t it, Martha?

Drew Pisarra toured the country as a monologuist (Singularly Grotesque,
The Gospel According to St. Genet, Fickle) but eventually grew weary of his
own company. He now writes plays (Burst, Serves Three) for others and
poetry inspired by R.W. Fassbinder to quiet the voices inside.

Pigeonhole
Joseph Dorazio
When we're
less inclined
to narrowly
define—when
we're less
compartmental,
we instantly
become more
gentle; amazing
things happen:
hearts redouble,
flocks increase,
our Alcatraz
prisons surcease.

Planetarium
Joseph Dorazio
Inside the dome
our lives traverse;
projected
onto a calibrated cosmos,
events appear to follow
a course. We
orbit each other until,
like comets,
we burn away
against an ampler universe,
dark and fathomless.

Joseph Dorazio is a prize-winning poet and author of three volumes of
poetry. His latest book, AS IS, earned an Editors Choice Award at
iUniverse. Mr. Dorazio lives in Wayne, PA.

Reflection in a Steam-Covered Mirror at Lorenzo’s Apartment
Walter Beck
It’s no longer the face
Of a freewheeling kid on a wild weekend;
It’s the face of a young man
Growing too heavy around the eyes,
Running and burning out
Before his time.

When Did the Rose-Colored Glasses Come Off?
Walter Beck
My brother asked me one night,
Over a goon of Franzia pink,
When the rose-colored glasses came off.
They came off when I realized
All that matters is how fast
You can work the circuit board.
They came off when I realized
That if you can’t work it fast enough,
They’ll just throw you off to the side
Stuttering and sputtering.
They came off when I realized
That people run on paranoia;
Armed to the teeth,
Ready to shoot to kill
To protect their hundred-thousand dollars’ worth
Of credit card debt.
They came off when I realized
That people cover their worries
With prescriptions,
While looking down on artists
Who take solace in a little Dirty Bird.
They came off when I realized
Nobody cracks a book anymore
Unless Oprah tells them to.
They came off when I realized
How easily shocked people are,
When I realized that
Rock n roll is still dangerous.
They came off when I realized
In a world full of plastic masks,

I was the only one crazy enough
To walk around with a naked face.

Walter Beck is from Avon, IN and is a graduate of Indiana State University.
Part of the Third Thursday Poetry Asylum and the New American Outlaw
Poets, Walter has been thriving in the literary underground for the last eight
years, notorious for his raw verse and live performances often involving
stage blood, make-up, and semi-drag. His work has appeared in Assaracus,
Regardless of Authority, Burner, The Tonic, The Q Review, Paradigm,
Camp Chase Gazette, and many others. Several of his chapbooks are
available through Writing Knights Press.
He currently works as the Gonzo Correspondent to the Colonies for the
British online queer arts rag, Polari.

What I feel about Jack Kerouac
Denise Mostacci Sklar
I feel his, Oh Boy baby
innocence ( IN- no- sense world)
pure blue-eyes warm pouring
sadness in cold winter
hiding---boy jumps snow
bank Abandoned,
Joy-self destroying…4-ever
jumping The frozen
flake, iron Triumph
caught in flash of
billboard sky avec
tout le monde--fiery
moment HOT alone
in simple AHH!-mazement
of scribbled truth

Denise Mostacci Sklar is from Hamilton, MA. Her work has been published
in Poetry Super Highway, LYRICAL of the Sommerville NEWS , Dark Lady
Poetry , Wilderness House Literary Review, MFT-The Valley Review,
BRICKrhetoric, Haunted Waters Press, Emerge Literary Journal, Foliate
Oak Literary Magazine, The Voices Project, The Missing Slate and
forthcoming in The Stray Branch.

Avian Flu
Lilly Barels
I want granite instead of bones for ribs.
I want cold stone to remind my heart that
it has a bad habit of bumping up against flesh.
I want to stop the sparks.
I do not want a crow to live imprisoned in the granite cage.
I would prefer he not wear his velvety black jacket
studded with broken beaks, with drooping wings.
He would starve inside my chest
because the sun is scared of the moon’s smile.
The wine of daylight cannot medicate
the blood, the bone, the granite’s gold flashes.
The crow would go blind and lose his appetite.
I do not want him to let the lilacs grow outside,
dropping pollen like commas, like weapons of mass destruction.
I pray he can master my heart and its bumps.
I want him to remove the bone, splinters and all.

Lilly Barels wanted to be an FBI agent, then changed her obsession to
neuroscience as an undergrad at UCLA, and finally decided to put on her
red polka dot bikini and move to the island of Oahu where she teaches high
school physics and funky flow vinyasa yoga. Her poetry has been published
in the Honolulu Weekly and she is finishing her first YA novel ranging
thematically from alcoholic mothers and sex underwater to failed suicide
attempts. She is currently getting her MFA in Creative Writing through
Antioch University Los Angeles.

Manic Young Writer And The Misadventures of His Alter Ego:
Laughing Boy
Zach Nabors
I have a voice goddamnit! No matter
What your robotic rejection email says.
“We wish you luck publishing elsewhere.”
They ALL say.
Thank God for all the Lit-Mag wishes.
Where would I be without them???
I got style mothafuckas.
The substance is somewhere—
Just look closely.
There’s a time
In a writer’s life
When it all comes together
And he begins writing publishable
Work—According to Bukowski’s publisher.
There is also a time
In a writer’s life
When it all falls to the biting teeth of the abyss
Say 3 in the morning, in your boxers,
In a house, not your own with
Actual work the next morning,
But you submit short story one after the other
Poem after poem, even a goddamn essay or two
Just to be rejected by a Lit-Mag
That only 3 people read.
Reading all of the template rejection slips
As if they would suddenly change—They got it all wrong!
Hoarding them all like they were high school breakup letters.

How To Become the Next Great Writer
Zach Nabors
Be a good schoolboy; take in everything.
Remember it all. Be different though. Stand
Out. Drink alcohol—heavy booze,
Do it to excess.
Go to war, maybe because you want to,
Maybe because you don’t.
Just know a great generation is not
Made without one. Don’t write about it too
Much though, those people tend to burn
Out much more quickly. Come home. Passionately
Love a woman, who once was a girl you always
Wanted to love. Then leave her.
Go to Europe. Travel all over. Yet, set up
Camp around the West Bank. Drink—
Drink more—write—make love to
Your expatriate friend’s wife. Make
Sure he knows; he maybe even joins.
Romanticize the sultry scene in an
Episode of your next novel, and/or
Ridicule them both, either way it
is Modernist genius.
Go to Spain—you must—witness
Death be confronted firsthand.
See death lose the confrontation and
Then see death triumph. Enjoy it,
Or look away, be disturbed,
or both.
Then you come home, grow old;
Bald or white. Watch your prose
Disintegrate while the art of the gripping
First sentence dies. Your children are grown,
Bitter, full of hate over your vast shadow.
Call your first wife. Ask if she still loves you;
Ask her when everything changed:
Was it in Florence? Chamonix? Pamplona?
Live your last days in Big Sur, or Mexico,
Oxford, Mississippi, or Idaho. Accept

A Pulitzer Prize or Noble, though you know
You deserved it when you were much younger;
When you were honest. When your pain was
Authentic. When the first sentence still stood
Strong, maybe for the novel wherein you
Ridiculed your friends…Drink…By now you’re
Good at it.
Realize you always hated your father
Though you are possibly a more sinister,
More hideous form of him. Get a gun; one
With a long barrel. Practice pulling the
Trigger with your toe. Do the deed when
Your final wife is out getting the groceries.
Leave a note. Something poetic, or don’t—it
Doesn’t matter, your leading sentence does
Not carry the weight it once did. Either way you
Are a genius.
This is how you become
a great writer.

Zach Nabors, a self-proclaimed writer of many forms, is essentially a lazy
man, an outsider with high blood pressure, located in northwest Tennessee
on the border of Kentucky, afflicted with the itch of landlocked blues. He has
two two year olds, twins, and is about to finally finish his BA in English and
Philosophy at the University of Tennessee at Martin after many self-induced
setbacks (Hillbilly Heroin, etc.). His writing, for better or worse, comes in
the ghost hours of the night and early morning when not procrastinating by
chain smoking while indulging in classic films or reading until he passes
out. He writes articles randomly for fultonkynews.com and has work that
has appeared in On the Rusk, the Northwest Tennessee Writer's Guild
Anthology, Beanswitch, the upcoming fall issue of the Stone Highway
Review, The Dying Goose Quarterly, and now Vagabond City.

Girls’ Night Out
Nina Bennett
Friday is our night. Because
I talk with my hands, broad
exclamation points, the bartender
flags me when I knock over my drink,
first of the evening. Because she
watches you get in the driver’s seat,
she is back behind the bar when you tap
a Mercedes as you pull out of the parking lot.
We head to a club with live music.
Men send us drinks. We toast each other,
gyrate to bad covers of the Stones.
Because we are trashed, we enter
a dance contest on a dare, win
matching t-shirts. We party
with the band until the sun splits the sky.

Nina Bennett is the author of Forgotten Tears A Grandmother’s Journey
Through Grief. Her poetry has appeared in numerous journals and
anthologies including Kansas City Voices, Red Poppy Review, Houseboat,
Bryant Literary Review, Yale Journal for Humanities in Medicine, The
Broadkill Review, and American Society: What Poets See.
Nina’s chapbook, “Sound Effects,” was published in 2013 by Broadkill
Press as part of their Key Poetry Series.

Clarity
Dana Yost
Christ, this is good.
Twelve hours of a clear head,
no slog, no drag or the gauze-curtain
of fatigue. Just a little ache under each eye,
in that baggy flesh that turns dark
upon deep tire.
But that has only come late.
Before that, a spree of writing,
reading, and finding music videos
on the Internet: Muddy Waters,
Edgar Winter, the Stones,
Grace Potter — that one with my wife.
A surge of attentiveness,
clarity,
and I stay awake into the night,
like a rocker on coke,
although I am not,
but I can delineate the shades
of blue in a friend’s party dress,
can tell that my son is happy
by the photos he posts on Facebook.
I push onward with the words,
the pages,
an intensity better than playing licks with the Stones,
fierce, finding the right words,
the right time to pause,
the rhythms and the metaphors,
and dropping them into place,
hardly need for massage.
I end the night playing the Ramones,
fast and loud,
a thump of punk music
I didn’t dare play loud
in high school, but now don’t care
who hears, not even the dogs in the alley
across the street.
Hey, pup, do you want to be my girlfriend?

It’s a growl, a laugh,
and I sit back in the recliner,
my Bible open to Ecclesiastes,
studying for tomorrow morning
and thinking of a Georgia poet
who based an entire book
on Ecclesiastes – and Otis Redding —
and it made me cry, reading the poems again,
knowing there is that sort of beauty
in the last breaths of dying people,
in the hard work of factory women.
And for this, for the telling of those lives,
I should keep it all clear.
Christ, this is good.

Dana Yost was an award-winning daily newspaper editor and writer for 29
years, at papers in the Upper Midwest. Since 2008, she has had four books
published by independent commercial presses.
She was a 2012 nominee for the Pushcart Prize in poetry. Her poems have
appeared or will appear in a variety of journals and magazines including:
Awakenings Review, Bare Root Review, Big River Poetry Review, Cactus
Heart Press, The Crusader, The Dandelion Farm Review, District, Jellyfish
Whispers, Kind of A Hurricane Press' anthology Poised in Flight,
Lingerpost, Open Minds Quarterly, New Plains Review, New Verse News,
Pyrokinection, Relief, River Poets Journal, Still Point Arts Quarterly, South
Dakota Magazine, Stone's Throw, Stymie, Time of Singing, Turtle Quarterly,
Verse Wisconsin, and Wolf Head Quarterly. Her poem "Slaughterhouse,"
originally published in Jellyfish Whispers, was selected for Kind of a
Hurricane Press' best-of-2012 anthology, and her poem "When Lilacs
Bloom" was selected as poem of the month for June 2013 by Big River
Poetry Review.

The Frost Came Early
Scott Burr
The frost came early, and all of the flowers died. The gardeners were out
in the morning, and you could hear them cursing in Spanish. Nobody
thought that the frost would come and so no one bothered to cover the
flowers. By eleven o’clock it was warm again, and you could stand on your
balcony without shivering and watch the gardeners replanting the beds. I did
that for a while and when I went in I left the door open and lay in bed,
listening to them. I don’t speak Spanish, but I enjoyed listening to them.
When I got tired of that I got dressed and then went downstairs. Some of
the other kids were already in the café, drinking coffee. I didn’t feel much
like sitting with them, but there wasn’t really any way not to. I sat down and
ordered coffee, too. I didn’t feel much like drinking it, but it came and so I
did. Everyone looked tired and sick and when the food came no one ate
very much. They just drank their coffee. There were televisions all around
the café, and everyone watched one. All of the televisions showed the same
news. I don’t care about the news, but I watched anyway. There was
nothing else to do.
After we finished our coffee two of them when to play tennis, and I said I
would go with them. I don’t play tennis, so I sat and watched them play.
One of my favorite things is to close my eyes during a volley and listen to
the sound the ball makes on the rackets. It’s something I used to do when I
was a child and my parents played. It’s difficult to explain. But anyway,
when the game was over we all walked back together. The two I was with
talked, but I didn’t listen to what they were saying. I don’t listen much to
people that I’m with. I listen to plenty, but I don’t listen much to that.
When we got back everyone we knew was gone from the café. I went
back up to my room and listened to the gardeners working outside. It made
me happy that all of the flowers the frost had killed were being removed and
new ones put in their place. I ordered lunch and when it came I took it out
of the balcony so I could watch the gardeners working.
Then the telephone started ringing. The telephone was in the room, next
to the bed. I listened to it ringing. Then, after a while, it stopped. When it
stopped I went back to eating. I hadn’t noticed it, but while the phone was
ringing I had mashed my fingers right through my sandwich. After I saw
that I wasn’t very hungry anymore.
When I went back inside the light was blinking on the telephone that
meant that I had a message. I couldn’t remember how to retrieve a message
on the hotel phones. I tried to remember for a while, and then I called the

front desk. They said that they could play the message for me. So then I
listened to the message. It was from my Mother. She wanted to make sure
that I was having a good time. I said that I was, but then it kept playing and
I remembered that it was just a message.
After that it was time for me to take my pill. I’m supposed to take my
pills when I eat, but I hadn’t thought of it until after I was finished. I had
them in my shaving kit. I went into the bathroom to get them and because
that’s where the faucet and the glasses were. One whole wall of the
bathroom was a mirror, and so it was impossible not to see my reflection.
It’s always strange to see my reflection. All of the boys went to the same
barber and he gave them all the same haircut. It’s a very neat haircut and it
looked the same on everyone. There’s only one boy I ever knew who it
looked strange on. It looked strange on him because it didn’t fit his
personality. It looked fine on everyone else. It only looked strange on me
because I wasn’t used to it. From the outside you couldn’t tell that it was
strange. After I took my pill I went back out onto the balcony, but the
workers were gone. I guess they were eating lunch. With the workers gone
there wasn’t much of anything to listen to.
The Proctor met us in the café at dinner. He introduced himself to each
of us and then sat down. You could tell right away that some of the kids
didn’t like him. I didn’t have much of a feeling about him, one way or the
other. He was just the Proctor. After he sat down he went over the rules
again. I already knew the rules, but I listened to them anyway. You
couldn’t do anything else. But while he was going over the rules our food
came and I started eating. I wasn’t trying to be rude, I was just hungry and
so I started eating. But the Proctor seemed to take it that I was being rude.
Anyway, at least that’s what some of the others said afterward. I didn’t
notice it. When he was done going over the rules he led everyone in Bless
Us O Lord. He went into it without any warning, and so when he started I
had food in my mouth. You’re supposed to say it before every meal, but I
usually forget. It doesn’t matter that I forget, because if someone really
wants you to say it they make sure everyone says it together. In the dining
hall the Priest stands up before every meal and makes everyone say it. You
never have to remember, because the Priest is always there.
After the Proctor finished Bless Us O Lord he said he would see us in the
morning and he left. He was going to go eat in his room. Once he was gone
the others started making jokes about him. Then they told me how classic it
was, that I had started eating right in the middle of his speech. I tried to tell
them that I hadn’t meant it to be classic, that I was just hungry. They didn’t
care, though. After dinner I went back to my room to pack everything and

take my pill. I also called the front desk, and asked them to wake me up in
the morning. I was happy that I had remembered. But the person at the
front desk said that a wake up call had already been arranged for all of the
boys by the Proctor. After that there was nothing else to do. I got undressed
and got into bed. It wasn’t very late, but there was nothing else to do.
Pretty soon I got up and went to sit out on the balcony. The gardeners
were back working, and so I listened to them. They were pulling big sheets
of plastic over the flower beds, to protect the new flowers from the frost. I
thought how nice it would be, to be one of those flowers. I thought that
maybe it would be nice to tend to flowers, too. I tried to imagine what it
would be like to be one of the gardeners. I’m not very good at imagining
things.
Then, all of a sudden, I remembered that I hadn’t called my Mother back.
It was too late by then. I knew that I would hear about it the next time we
spoke. Whenever she gets upset my Mother can hardly function. She goes
to bed and can hardly stand to see anyone. My Father has to take care of
her. She’s upset a lot of the time. I felt sorry; because I knew my not
having called would make her upset and so it would make trouble for him.
There wasn’t anything to do about it, though.
After I realized there wasn’t anything to do about it I tried to relax. I
hadn’t noticed that I was doing it, but while I was thinking about my Parents
I had taken big handfuls of my robe and bunched them together. After I
noticed I let them go, but I still didn’t feel very relaxed. So instead I tried to
imagine being a gardener. I’m not very good at imagining things, and pretty
soon I gave up. Then I thought about being a flower, underneath a big sheet
of plastic protected from the frost. For some reason it was easier to imagine
that. Imagining that I felt relaxed. I went back inside and got into bed.
Once I was in bed, it was easy to fall asleep.
Then the phone woke me up. I don’t dream anymore, since I started
taking the pills. I never dreamed very much that I could remember, but now
with the pills I don’t dream at all. That’s why it seemed like I fell asleep and
the phone woke me up, one right after the other. I answered the phone just
to make sure that it wasn’t my Mother trying to call again before I left. But
it wasn’t my Mother, it was the front desk calling to wake me up. I took a
shower and got dressed, and then I took one of my pills from the shaving kit
and put it in my pocket. I had to pack up my shaving kit. When that was
done I took everything downstairs. All of the other kids were already there.
The Proctor was pacing around by the door. He kept checking his watch.
None of the others spoke or moved very much. They all had that same sick
look they’d had the last morning at breakfast. I had been hoping that we

would have breakfast before we left. I was hungry. But then two more boys
came in and the Proctor told everyone to get on the bus. There was a bus
waiting right outside. I tried to look and see the flowers from my seat, but I
couldn’t do it. I should have looked to see if there was any frost on the
ground, but I didn’t think to do it when I stepped outside, and from inside
the bus you really couldn’t tell.
It took a long time to get to the marina. I had a book I had been reading.
It was a book about oceanography. My Parents had given it to me. It was a
very thorough book. I used to read more fiction. Now it doesn’t interest me.
English used to be my best class. Now it doesn’t seem very interesting. It
just seems kind of silly, arguing over who meant what. There’s no way to
ever know.
When we got to the boat the Proctor made us all stand in a line along the
edge of the dock with our bags next to us. Everyone was allowed one duffel
and one personal bag. A few of the boys had more than they were allowed,
and the Proctor made them repack. He made them do it right there on the
dock. Then he put the bags with the things they were leaving back on the
bus. I was happy that I had packed the right number of things. It would
have been horrible, to have all of my things spread out over the dock for
everyone to see. I was glad that my bags were closed, that nobody could see
inside of them. When everyone was finished repacking and the extra bags
had been put back on the bus we all got onboard the boat. They took us to
our quarters right away. It was one big room with bunk beds. At School my
parents had arranged it so I had my own room, but on the boat no one had
their own room. Even the Proctor slept in the same room with us. He went
around, telling each boy which bunk was his. This was so we would know
where to leave our bags. Then we all went back up on deck.
The Captain was waiting for us on deck. The Proctor told us to listen to
the Captain and then the Captain started talking. The Captain had a very
loud voice. He was talking about the rules onboard the ship. Then he
started talking about the jobs everyone would have. Then he told us about
what time we would be eating meals and going to sleep. Then he told us the
places on the boat we had no business being. After that he welcomed us
aboard. While the Captain was talking I wasn’t really listening, so after he
was finished I wasn’t sure if there was something I was supposed to be
doing, something he had told everyone that I hadn’t heard. I wondered
because everyone else headed back below decks like they had somewhere to
go and all knew something that I didn’t. I had this feeling I used to get a lot,
before I started taking the pills. It was right behind my belly button and it
felt like my insides were being squeezed together. It didn’t hurt. I’m not

describing it right. But then I followed them and it turned out they were just
going back to the bunks to put their things away. I put my things away, too.
There were gray metal lockers between all the beds. There was one for each
bunk, and there was only room for the things we were allowed to bring.
When I saw that I didn’t feel so bad at the Proctor for making the boys
unpack on the dock. There was really nothing else to do. The extra things
they brought wouldn’t have fit.
I wasn’t sure if the Captain had said something I needed to hear because
while he was talking I was thinking about Oysters. I was reading about them
on the bus, and was still thinking about them. The Oyster is a bivalve
mollusk, which eats by filtering Plankton though its gills. The only other
thing it does is hold its shell closed. Not all Oysters produce pearls. In fact,
the ones that produce pearls aren’t even of the same family as common
Oysters. Most Oysters don’t do anything. They just lay at the bottom of the
ocean, eating Plankton. That was their whole life. There were a lot of
pictures of them in the book I had.
After everyone put their things away we went up to the mess hall. The
mess hall was a lot bigger than I thought it would be. All of the
crewmembers were already eating. There were two tables near the wall that
the others had left empty. The Proctor told us all to sit down. Then he sent
us up to the food line, two at a time. He waited until the two ahead were
halfway through before sending the next two. Some of the boys started to
complain because it didn’t make much sense. The Proctor didn’t care,
though. He sent us up two at a time until we were all through. Then he had
us all say Bless Us O Lord. I was one of the last to go through the line, and
so I hadn’t started eating yet. Otherwise, I’m sure I would have.
While I was in line getting food I remembered that I hadn’t called my
Mother. I thought that it would be all right, because she would call the
School and the School would tell her that everyone got on the boat fine. I
was certain that the Proctor had to report back. Still, I was sorry I hadn’t
called. I knew that she would worry. I guess it didn’t matter, because I
knew she would worry all the same, whether I had called or not. Still, I
wished that I had called.
I was very hungry, but after I got my food I couldn’t eat. The boat was
still moored at the dock, but if you paid attention you could feel it moving.
The movement came from the water. They had warned us about it back at
School. There were pills you could buy for the motion sickness. They’d
even had them on sale at the School bookstore. I hadn’t bought any. I
wished that I had. I knew I could have asked one of the other boys, because
I lot of them had bought the motion sickness pills. I also knew that I could

ask the Proctor. I was sure that he had some. But I didn’t feel like doing
either of those things. I felt like going and standing on solid ground. I took
my tray and went up on deck. The ramp was still connected, and I walked
off and stood on the dock. Standing on the dock I felt much better. I sat
down and started eating. Then, someone called my name. Then the Proctor
came down the ramp. I stood up, because I thought he was going to hit me.
I don’t know why I thought that, because I knew that he couldn’t. The
School would have fired him. He came over and knocked the tray out of my
hands. He asked me what the hell I thought I was doing. I told him that I
was feeling sick and that I came out to stand on solid ground. He said that
wasn’t the way it worked. Then he grabbed my arm and started pulling me
back up the ramp. When we were back on the boat he told me to stay where
I was. Then he went back down the ramp and picked up the tray. It was
funny watching him do it, but I didn’t laugh because my arm hurt from
where he had grabbed it. Then he came back onboard and told me to go
back to my bunk. So I went back below deck. He walked behind me all the
way to the bunk room.
Once I was back in my bunk I realized I hadn’t taken my pill. I forgot
that I had one in my pocket. I started looking around in my locker for them.
I was nervous, because I thought maybe the Proctor wanted me to stay in
bed, and would hear me moving around. But then I found my pills and I
took one. I took it without any water. When I first started taking them I
couldn’t hardly get them down. Now it’s not very hard to take them without
water. After I took it I started reading my oceanography book. I couldn’t
concentrate though, because I was still hungry. I just lay on my stomach,
looking around the room. All the bunks looked the same, and they all had
the same kind of duffel bag hanging from the posts. Seeing that made me
think about the haircut that all the boys had. Then I started thinking about
the one boy who the haircut had looked strange on. I wondered where he
was. The School is very hard to get into, because they have such a long
tradition. They’re always talking about their tradition, about how the
tradition makes the School better than other Schools. Whenever they talk
about the tradition, what they’re really talking about is the teaching method
they use. The method is named after one of the teachers who developed it.
When you first apply they give you a lot of information about how terrific
the method is, and how they’re the only School in the country teaching the
authentic version. Then, at the end of all of this literature about it, they have
a clause about what if the method doesn’t work for you. The clause says
that “certain individuals” don’t learn well with the method approach. Every
boy who comes to the School reads that clause, and when a boy doesn’t

understand something in class they ask him if he wants to be an
“individual.” At the School, individual means stupid. But that was this kid,
the kid who didn’t look right with the haircut. He was an individual. He
didn’t last a semester.
After a while all of the boys came back. I was happy, because I
remembered how they’d all said it was classic when I started eating while
the Proctor was talking, and I thought maybe they would say it was classic
too, that I had gone back onshore. But none of them seemed very interested.
They all sat in a cluster around somebody’s bunk, talking. After a while I
went back to reading my book. I was reading a very interesting thing about
how a reef forms over thousands and thousands of years.
Then, I don’t know why, I had this really funny idea. I thought that I
would like to swim around the boat. But I didn’t get up to do it or anything.
I just stayed in my bunk. After a while I must have fallen asleep, because I
woke up when the Proctor came in. He came in telling everyone to get in
bed. Then he said that lights out was in five minutes. He had the Captain
with him. The Captain welcomed everyone onboard again, and then told
everyone to sleep well because we were going to launch in the morning.
Then the Captain went out, and everyone started getting in bed.
I tried to read some more, but it was no good. I can’t read when I know
they’re going to shut the lights off any minute. Or when my train is pulling
into the station soon or when the plane I’m on is going to be landing. Things
like that. I read, but I don’t remember any of it afterwards. Anyway pretty
soon they shut off the lights. There was a lot of noise for a while and then
the others started to fall asleep and it was quiet. I could hear the water
against the sides of the boat. It had been there all along, but now it was the
only thing to listen to. I thought about laying awake, listening to the
workers who were replanting the beds at the hotel. I wondered if there was
going to be frost again, and would they cover the flowers, or would they just
hope for the best. I figured that they wouldn’t just hope for the best, but I
didn’t know. It was too early for frost, so maybe it wouldn’t come again for
a while. And then I thought what if it did, and they came out in the morning
and all of the new flowers had died. It really bothered me. It was the sort of
thing that bothered me, that they always told me not to be bothered by. The
flowers are just one example. There have been a million things my Parents
have told me to just let go. But I can’t. For some reason, I can’t let go of
them. I stay up at night, thinking about them. Lying awake on the boat, I
was sad that the new flowers might get killed by the frost. I don’t know
why. It doesn’t make any sense.

I woke up because the boat was making a horrible noise. Everybody else
was up, too. Somebody asked the Proctor what it was. But the Proctor
didn’t have to answer, because one of the other boys did. It was the engines.
It was pretty obvious, if you thought about it for a minute. I was glad I
hadn’t asked what the noise was.
We all got dressed and went up on deck. We were only a little way off,
but I was surprised how fast the dock was moving away. Whenever you see
a big ship you always think it’s moving slowly, because you only see it out
in the water where there’s nothing to compare it to. Up close to the shore,
you could really see how fast the boat moved. We all stood along the
railing, watching the shore go away. Then the Proctor said that it was time
for breakfast. We all went below deck. The Proctor waiting and then he
walked right behind me. I don’t know if he did it on purpose, or if he was
just bringing up the rear. I was last in line.
He did the same thing at breakfast that he had done at dinner. It made
more sense this time, because we were eating with everyone else on the boat.
They were all waiting in line with us. When I brought my food back to the
table I bumped into one of the other boys and I knocked his coffee over.
Somebody made a joke. They asked me why I didn’t get off the boat now,
instead of last night. It was pretty funny. Everybody laughed.
The Proctor had told us all to bring our books to breakfast. We were
going to have our first class after breakfast. I remembered him telling us,
but somehow I forgot to bring them. I was the only one who forgot. I
hadn’t even noticed everyone else carrying them. I thought maybe I could
go back after I was finished eating, and nobody would notice. But as soon
as I stood up, the Proctor asked me where I was going. I told him that I was
going to the bathroom. He said that I was going to get my books, wasn’t I?
I was surprised, because I hadn’t realized that he noticed when I forgot my
books. He didn’t seem upset, though, so I nodded. He shook his head, and
gave me a look. It’s a look my Father gives me sometimes. It’s a very
disappointed look. It’s funny. The Proctor had told me to bring my books,
but he was acting like it said something that I forgot them. That I had really
showed him who I was. That’s what my Father would say, whenever he
made that face. I had really showed him who I was. But it was always
about things that I didn’t care about, that weren’t my idea in the first place. I
don’t know. It’s just funny, I guess.
I went back and got my books. I couldn’t find my notebook, and I lost
some time rummaging around for it. Then, I found it. Then, when I went to
leave, the Proctor came in. I thought maybe they had decided to have class
in our quarters. But it was just the Proctor. I had my books, and so I held

them up so that he would see that I had them, now. But he didn’t make any
sign that he had noticed them. He said that he needed to talk to me. He had
that very serious expression that people get when they want you to know
they aren’t mad anymore, because you’re just an issue and they need to find
a way to deal with you, and getting mad it beside the point. He wanted me
to know that he needed my help. He couldn’t do all the work alone. There
were too many boys. He needed to know that everyone was doing what they
should be doing, otherwise he couldn’t give the other boys the attention they
deserved. If he had to focus all of his attention on just one boy, then the
others would be shortchanged. He said it very matter-of-factly, like we were
talking about trading bunks. I said that I wasn’t trying to cause any
problems or take attention away from anyone else. I really didn’t want to
cause any trouble. Things just kept happening. He nodded, but you could
tell that he was just agreeing because he didn’t care what I was saying. He
just wanted me to promise to be good and then shut up. It made me mad,
because I was good. But I couldn’t even tell him that. He just stood there,
waiting for me to agree. So I agreed. I hated doing it, because it was like
admitting that before he had asked me to be good I had been trying to give
him problems. There’s a legal word of it. It’s called allocution. It was
actually pretty clever of him. He made me allocute by promising not to do
what I had been doing, like I had been doing it on purpose. For a minute I
couldn’t even be mad, because I was so impressed.
But right after that I got really mad. I was walking behind him down the
hall, watching the back of his head. I could see the line above his collar
where his last haircut had grown out. What I mean is that the hair on the
back of his neck was starting to grow out. It wasn’t the hair that made me
angry. I don’t really know how to describe it. I guess I was mad that
someone with their last haircut growing out like that could talk to me the
way the Proctor had. That’s not quite it either, though. It was more like the
rest of the Proctor was so official and so put together. Everything about him
had the School behind it. Even his face was the School. The hair on the
back of his neck was the only thing that wasn’t. It was the only place where,
if I’d complained, nobody could have said that I was wrong. Even the
School would have been embarrassed by the hair on the back of the
Proctor’s neck. I walked behind him, staring at the hair above his collar and
hating him. I didn’t notice it, but while I was walking I bunched the cover
and the first three pages of my notebook up into a tight ball. The top and the
bottom had ripped out of the spiral. When we got back to the mess hall I
smoothed them back out. You could still tell what I’d done, though, from
the ripped pages.

I didn’t realize until I got back to the mess hall that I hadn’t taken my
pill with breakfast. You’re supposed to take them with every meal. I had
meant to take it when I went in to get my books, but when the Proctor came
in I forgot, and now I couldn’t get up and go back again. So I just sat there,
listening to the lesson. But I wasn’t really listening, because I was too
distracted by thinking about how I hadn’t taken my pill. I was sure it didn’t
matter, because I was just going to take one at lunch anyway. But for some
reason I couldn’t stop thinking about it.
The other reason I wasn’t really listening was because the motion of the
boat was still making me feel a little bit sick. It was funny, because when I
wasn’t thinking about it, it didn’t bother me at all. But after I noticed it, I
couldn’t help feeling it. It was really frustrating; because after the way the
Proctor talked to me I didn’t want to make things any worse. But I couldn’t
help it. The Proctor called on me to answer, and I didn’t even know what
question he had asked.
Then, it happened. The Proctor called on me again, but I still hadn’t been
listening. I really wasn’t feeling well. He called on me and when I didn’t
answer he gave me the same look he’d given me before, that disappointed
look. Nobody said anything, because everyone was looking at the Proctor
and me. Then, one of the boys said that I was quite an individual. That
made a bunch of the other boys laugh. The Proctor glanced at them, but then
he went right back to looking at me with that disappointed look. He really
wanted me to feel terrible, I guess. I was feeling too sick to feel terrible,
though. Then, right as the Proctor was starting to say something, I threw up.
I threw up right in the middle of the circle we were all sitting in. All the
other boys jumped up out of their chairs. Even the Proctor jumped back.
But I just sat there, still in my chair, throwing up. I was really sick. My
body kept trying to throw up, even when I didn’t have anything left in my
stomach. Then, that stopped. Everybody was really quiet, because I had
kept throwing up after they had all finished yelling and now it didn’t make
sense to make a lot of commotion.
Then the Proctor came over. After I finished throwing up I closed my
eyes because I was feeling very tired. But the Proctor shook my shoulder,
and so I opened my eyes. I followed him back down the hall to our quarters
and I got into bed. I tried to explain that it wouldn’t help, that it was the
motion of the boat on the water that was making me sick. But when I
opened my mouth, nothing came out. I was too tired to figure out how to
say it. Then the Proctor left and I fell asleep.
I woke up when everyone came back after lunch. I had slept through
lunch, but I wasn’t feeling well enough to eat anyway. The Proctor brought

me some motion sickness pills and a sandwich. It was really nice of him. I
took one of the pills and ate some of the sandwich. I was feeling a little bit
better. Then I took one of my regular pills. I was glad that I had
remembered. When I was younger I got so nervous before School on some
days that I would get sick. When I was sick, I didn’t have to do anything.
They let me stay in bed and watch movies. All they wanted was for me to
get better, and all they wanted me to do was stay in bed and rest. Even
though I was sick, I remember being happy. I felt a little like that when the
Proctor brought me the sandwich.
After lunch everyone went back out again, and I stayed in bed. I wasn’t
tired, though. I felt a lot better. I got up and got dressed. Most of my
clothes were School uniform clothes. I had to look for a while in my bag
until I found some clothes that weren’t. After I was dressed I left the
quarters. I knew that everyone would be gone for a while, and that they
wouldn’t notice that I had left.
I didn’t go back up toward the mess hall, or up on deck. I went the other
way down the hall. I went down a ladder and ended up in the engine room.
There was a long catwalk running between the engines. The noise that we
hadn’t recognized, but that one of the boys said was the engines, was a lot
louder. I went down the catwalk to another ladder, and then I went back up.
I came up outside the bridge. I didn’t go in, though. There were a bunch of
people standing around, and I knew that they would ask me what I was
doing. I went down to another door. Outside of that door was outside. It
didn’t go out onto the regular deck, though. It went out onto the upper deck,
up where the bridge was. From up there I could see a long way in every
direction. There was nothing but ocean. It was cold outside. The wind was
blowing hard, and that made it feel cold. I couldn’t tell if the wind was
blowing against us, or if it was just that we were moving so fast. Away from
land you couldn’t tell how fast you were moving. Seeing the ocean, I started
feeling bad again. I didn’t just feel like getting sick, though. It’s hard to
explain. I had this strange feeling that I sometimes have. When I have this
feeling, the only thing I can do is close my eyes and think really hard about
something calm, about something safe and familiar. I thought about the
sound the ball made on the rackets, while the boys played tennis. Thinking
about that, I felt a little bit better. But when I opened my eyes the ocean was
still there, and I started feeling that way again. So I went back inside. Inside
I felt a lot better. I was happy that we were on such a big boat, that I could
spend the whole time inside and hardly ever have to go up on deck.
Right as I started going down the ladder to the engine room, somebody
called out to me. It was one of the Sailors from the bridge. I guess he’d

seen me when I walked past the door. I went down another rung but when
he called out again I stopped. I didn’t know what would happen to me, but it
didn’t seem to matter very much. So I came back up the ladder. It was kind
of funny. Once I was standing in front of him, he didn’t really seem to know
what to do. I said that I had lost my group, and that I was trying to find my
way back onto the deck, because I thought that was where they were. Then I
got worried, because I realized he might want to take me where I said I was
going, and then I would have to be back on deck. But the Sailor seemed
relieved when I talked first. After that I knew I didn’t need to worry,
because he thought I was just a lost kid. He told me to go down another
ladder at the other end of the hall, and that would take me right there. I
started walking down the hall, and then halfway down I turned to make sure
he’d gone back into the bridge. Then I went back and went down the ladder
into the engine room. Then engine room was hot and I could hear voices
somewhere off at the other end.
It was hard to be quiet, walking on the catwalk. The catwalk made a lot
of noise when you stepped on it. For some reason I started walking faster
and faster. It doesn’t make any sense, but it was like I was trying to get
away from the noise. Then pretty soon I was running, and of course the
noise was much worse. It echoed around inside the engine room. I couldn’t
hear the voices anymore, and I thought probably they had stopped and now
whoever had been talking was coming to find me, and yell at me for being in
the engine room. Then I stopped running, because I got to the ladder that led
up to the hallway by our quarters. I went up fast, because I was worried that
whoever had been talking was going to catch up with me. But nobody did.
I came up into the hallway. It was really strange to go from the noisy
engine room with people chasing me to the quiet, empty hallway. I thought
that maybe everyone had come back while I was away, that the Proctor was
looking for me. But when I got back to our quarters it was still empty. I
didn’t want to be there alone, so I went down to the mess hall, looking for
the rest of the boys. But the mess hall was empty, too. There was one Sailor
near the back, mopping the floor. He didn’t see me come in, though. I went
past the mess hall and out the door leading onto the deck. I thought it would
be fine if I didn’t look at the ocean, if I only looked at the deck and where I
was walking. That didn’t do any good, though. Even without looking at it,
you could tell the ocean was everywhere. I tried to think about the sound the
tennis balls made on the rackets, but it didn’t really help. I couldn’t close
my eyes because I was walking and looking for the others, and without
closing my eyes I kept seeing the ocean so that the sound of the tennis ball
didn’t make any difference.

They weren’t up on the deck, though. I didn’t know where else they
would be. I went to the railing and tried to look straight out, only looking at
the sky and not looking at the ocean at all, but I couldn’t do it. Then I tried
looking just at the ocean. I looked right down from where I was standing. I
tried to pick one wave, and watch it until it broke. I couldn’t do that either,
though. The waves all changed all the time. They didn’t break, but just
went flat and then came up again in a different place. You couldn’t really
say that it was even the same wave. It was all the ocean, though. Looking at
the ocean like that, I didn’t feel bad at all. All of a sudden, looking at the
ocean felt a lot like sitting with my eyes closed, listening to my parents play
tennis. No one was looking at me or telling me to do anything. I could just
forget that I was even there. It was a big relief. The ocean didn’t care that I
was even there.
Then, I sort of slipped. I was kind of leaning over the railing, and I
slipped. I wasn’t really leaning over the railing, though. What I was doing
was I had climbed over the railing and was leaning out from it, holding on
with my hands behind me. After I stopped feeling bad when I looked at the
ocean, all of a sudden I wanted to just look at the ocean. I didn’t even want
to see the boat where it touched the water. I wanted to see just the ocean,
like the boat wasn’t even there. But right away, when I hit the water, I
didn’t want to just look at the water anymore. I wanted to be home, I
wanted my Mom and Dad and I didn’t want to ever be away from them. I
started screaming back at the boat. The boat was moving away pretty fast,
though. Away from it, you could really tell how fast it was moving. Plus,
they couldn’t hear me over the sound of the engines. I started swimming
after them, but it was pretty obvious right away that I wasn’t going to catch
them. I wouldn’t have been able to get back up, even if I did. I didn’t know
where the ladder was. I kept screaming, though. I wasn’t thinking very
clearly.
But then, all of a sudden, the engines stopped. The boat kept moving for
a little bit, but then it slowed down and it didn’t really seem to be getting
much farther away. Then I heard another engine start. It wasn’t really an
engine noise, though. What I mean is the noise wasn’t big enough to be an
engine. It was just a motor noise. Then, a little while later, one of the
lifeboats from the deck came over to me. I was pretty tired, but when I saw
it coming I felt better. The Sailor in the lifeboat pulled up next to me and
then pulled me into the boat with him. I lay at the bottom of the boat,
feeling cold. The Sailor gave me a blanket, but pretty soon that was wet and
so it just made me colder.

Everyone was up on the deck. They pulled the boat up and the Sailor and
I got out. The Captain shook the Sailor’s hand. The Proctor did, too. All of
the other boys were looking at me. I was feeling really cold by then. Then
the Proctor came over. He took me down the hall to our quarters and told
me to get some dry clothes and take a shower. I did and when I came out
everyone was gone, at dinner. The Proctor was still there, though. He told
me that he had already spoken with my Parents, and that arrangements were
being made for me to go home. He said that the boat was going into port the
next morning, and that I was going to get off and stay at a hotel. I was
supposed to talk to my Parents about getting a plane ticket home. I thought
he was going to say something else, but he didn’t. He looked at me with the
same disappointed look he had given me before, the one my Father always
gave me. Then he told me to go eat dinner. I went down to the mess hall
and ate dinner. Some of the Sailors had already finished, and I sat at their
empty table. I sat with my back to everyone, facing the wall.
The Proctor took me to the hotel. He waited until I checked in, then he
left. I went up to my room and sat on the balcony. The hotel was close to
the ocean, but I was on the other side. My balcony looked out onto the
courtyard. There were men working in the courtyard, trimming the hedges
and digging in among the flowers. I thought about the other flowers, at the
other hotel. I wondered how they were doing, if the frost had come again.
Eventually the frost comes to everything, and there is no more worrying or
wondering what will happen. I wondered what would happen to the boat
after it was gone. I was glad I was off and that now I was in a room that
didn’t face the ocean. I went to the bathroom and took my pill. It was
almost dinnertime. I’m supposed to take them with every meal.
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Four-Handed Dentistry
Eva Langston
Andrea Chang can’t sleep. Her wrists hurt. It’s a throbbing ache, deep
inside her bones, that reminds her of growing pains from her adolescence.
But it isn’t so much the pain that keeps her awake as it is the worry. The last
time her wrists hurt like this, the doctor told her it was the beginning of
carpal tunnel syndrome. “Take it easy,” he recommended. “Try not to do so
much with your hands.” He gave her two splints that immobilized her wrists
and made it difficult to maneuver her arms and fingers properly. “Whenever
you feel the pain, wear these,” he told her.
Andrea can’t remember what she did with the splints. She wore them
once or twice then tossed them somewhere. Plus she moved two weeks ago;
all of her belongings are currently crammed into unlabeled boxes, scattered
throughout the half-empty rooms of her house. Even if she does find the
splints, her alarm is set to go off in a little more than an hour, and she can’t
wear them during the day. Her work depends on her hands.
Andrea takes a deep breath. The doctor also said that carpal tunnel can
be brought on by stress, and she’s certainly had enough of that lately.
Buying a house, renovating it, moving in – all by herself. Then, in the
middle of that, flying home to L.A. for a long weekend to be a bridesmaid in
a friend’s wedding.
Staying at her parents’ house in Pasadena was stressful, too. “Thirty
years old,” her mother said. “Where is your husband, Andrea? Where are
your babies?”
“That’s not really something I can control, Mom,” she said. “I can’t
just grow a husband in my back yard.”
“Maybe you spend too much time in the back yard,” her mother said
with an eyebrow raised. “Maybe you need to go in the front yard. Or walk
down the street to the store.”
“Maybe I’ve been to the store and there was nothing there I wanted to
buy,” Andrea countered. Everyone in her family liked to talk in metaphors.
“Maybe you’re too picky,” her mother said. “Maybe you have to buy
the generic brand.”
Lying in her bed, Andrea thinks that in theory she’d like a husband
and a family, but honestly, when is she going to find the time for more than
just casual dating? And how could she take care of a child when she often
forgets to feed herself? She keeps waiting for everything to click into place,
for her to feel comfortable in her own skin, but it never quite happens.

Sometimes it seems she’s full of something thick and viscous that presses
against her internal organs, that makes her feel like she’s about to burst out
of her body.
Andrea closes her eyes and tries to relax, but she feels a burning
sensation moving up and down her arms. She rubs at her wrists with her
thumbs. They seem swollen all the way around. She feels large, hard knots
underneath both wrists, in that soft, veiny place where she still has scars
from high school.
She listens to the minutes tick by on her clock. Sometimes the pain
subsides for a moment, like a wave being sucked back out to sea, but other
times it pounds against her joints in a violent storm. The swelling increases,
the knots grow larger, and her fingers begin to go numb.
Finally, Andrea reaches over, and, with some difficulty, she turns on
the lamp next to her bed. In the light she notices that her wrists have grown
to an alarming size. The skin below her palms is stretched tight and thin over
lumps the size of golf balls. Andrea wonders for a moment if they are ant
bites, or, like in that old urban legend, if two mother spiders laid eggs
beneath her skin. She’s worried. Something is seriously wrong. She throws
back her covers. Never mind the splints, she needs to go to the hospital.
As soon as she stands up, she feels a sudden, explosive pain in both
wrists. The blood drains from her head, and hazy dots white-out her vision.
She feels a ripping sensation, as if those old scars are opening up, and she’s
reminded of the release, that powerful moment before the pain, when she
used to slice through her skin and watch a line of her own blood bloom and
grow.
When she comes to, she lies on her bed with her legs dangling off the
edge. The throbbing ache is gone, but her wrists feel strange and heavy, as if
weighted down by metal bracelets. She sits up, and the first thing she notices
is the blood. It spots the thighs of her cotton pajama pants and has dried into
brownish red scabs on her comforter. It takes half a second more for her to
register where it came from. Her wrists are caked in dried blood, and
through these gashes, on the insides of either wrist, have sprouted two small,
child-sized hands, each with five perfectly-formed fingers and translucent
white crescents of nail.
As a child it was Andrea’s legs that were prized, not her fingers. Her
older sister, Robin, had the long, lovely fingers of a concert pianist. Their
mother took a look at Andrea’s hands at the age of six and pronounced them
too stubby for piano, so Andrea began ice-skating instead. Fingers aren’t
important in ice-skating, though the rest of the body is. Andrea needed to be

small yet powerful, precise yet graceful. And she was. She worked hard, and
she became quite good. By the age of twelve, her parents started talking
about the Olympics.
But then, late at night, she began to feel a dull ache in her shins and
around her ankles, a throbbing in her chest and wrists. She started to grow.
Andrea feels a wave of nausea rise from her stomach, and her face
prickles. She stares down at the red hands protruding from the insides of her
wrists. They are half the size of her own hands, and face in the same
direction so that the knuckles rest slightly in her palms.
Another wave of fear and adrenaline pumps through her veins,
flushing her face and loosening her bowels. She stands up shakily and moves
towards the dresser where her cell phone is plugged into its charger.
She reaches out her arm, and as she does so, the fingers on the tiny
hand open and spread, making a move to curl around the phone. Is she
making them do that? Does she have control over these alien digits?
“Stop that,” Andrea says out loud. Feeling like a puppeteer, she tries
to move the new hand, but instead her regular, stubby fingers wiggle. It’s
like trying to move her middle toe but only succeeding in moving the big
one. Finally, she hits upon the right pathway, and with concentration she
brings the small fingers together slowly, back into their resting position.
Andrea picks up the cell phone gingerly and holds it with her regular
fingertips, avoiding the new hand. Her heart beats heavy against her chest.
Who should she call? 911? One of her friends? She moves her fingers
towards the keypad and feels another shudder of revulsion at the sight of the
second hand curled inside her palm. She begins to scroll through her list of
contacts. She doesn’t have Dave in mind at first, but when she sees his
name, she pushes call, feeling a rush of relief. Dave will know what to do.
Dave was Andrea’s first boyfriend, her first love. Sophomore year of
high school, when she fell out of her triple axel and her skating career came
to a final, yet imminent, end, Dave was the only person who could make her
feel better.
“You better study hard now.” (Her mother.)
“You were getting too big anyway.” (Her father.)
“God, that’s so awful for you.” (Robin.)
“You’re amazing and beautiful.” This was Dave. He knew what she
needed to hear.

Andrea remembers him sitting beside her in the hospital, her leg in a
cast and suspended from a white hammock. “What am I going to do now?”
she asked Dave.
“Lots of things. It’s not like being an ice skater was ever your
decision.”
“But I liked it,” she murmured. She felt woozy from the pain
medication.
She did like it, she thought. Racing around the rink, the icy wind
against her cheeks, the sound of her skates cutting the ice. And the jumps!
Like flying. When she skated, Andrea felt graceful and free. She felt a
release from her body, and in a moment of perfect form, it became
something separate from her. Her spirit soared above the rink, looking down
as her strong legs and tight torso performed jumps by pure muscle memory.
Before the accident, the coach had talked to her about her size. At five
foot four and 118 pounds, she was getting too big for competitive figure
skating. She’d been doing everything she could: dieting, extra exercise, a bit
of bulimia here and there, but her body wouldn’t obey.
“And what bra size are you wearing?” he had asked. Andrea had been
ashamed to tell
him she’d moved to a C cup. “You need to tape them down.” He’d flicked
his eyes towards her chest, annoyed. “They’re throwing off your balance.”
And, obviously, he had been right.
In the hospital, Dave reached out and touched Andrea’s arm above
where the IV needle pierced her skin “Now you have a chance to do what
you want for a chance.” He smiled. His front incisors were square, and his
canines pointed drastically. His mouth was a large, devouring one, but his
brown eyes seemed soft and kind. He was also hairy for a teenager, already
able to grow a beard. He wasn’t all that attractive, but Andrea felt safe with
him. Like he could scare away her foes then curl up with her in a long,
hibernating sleep.
“What else do you like?” he asked.
“I like science,” she said.
Dave smiled again. Andrea knew he wanted to be a physicist. He was
probably imaging them together at some university lab. His teeth gleamed,
straight and perfect. He’d recently gotten off his braces, but Andrea
remembered the snaggled mess they’d been before. She liked the idea of
shifting things around, improving them, making them fit together like puzzle
pieces.
“And teeth,” she said after a moment. “I also like teeth.”

*

*

*

It isn’t until Dave answers the phone, sounding groggy, that Andrea
wonders if he has a girlfriend. She hasn’t talked to him in a year, maybe
longer. They see each other from time to time: holidays, when they both
happen to be home visiting, or once when he came to New Orleans for a
conference. One of the first questions they always ask each other is “are you
seeing someone?” If the answer is yes, the visit goes down a sober, friendly
path. If the answer is no, which it usually is, there is a suggestion of drinks,
followed by a drunken make-out session. But they never sleep together. The
fact that they remained virgins throughout their two years of high school
dating seems sacred, and neither wants to ruin the buzz of sexual tension that
would certainly disappear if they gave in to it.
“Dave,” Andrea whispers into the phone. “Can you talk?”
“Well I can,” he says. “Obviously.”
“I have hands growing out of my wrists,” she says. She thinks maybe
saying it out loud will make them go away, like when she takes her car to the
mechanic and it suddenly stops making strange noises.
“Everyone does, Andrea,” Dave says patiently.
“No, I mean extra ones. I woke up, and my wrists hurt, and now all of
a sudden I have four pairs of hands.”
Dave is silent for a moment. “Is that some kind of metaphor?” he
asks. “Look, I’d love to talk philosophy with you, but it’s three o’clock in
the morning here.”
Andrea holds up her left hand and squeezes the tiny fingers into a fist.
Sometimes she forgets until she talks to him how annoying Dave can be. He
never really takes the time to listen to what she’s saying.
Like with skating. He didn’t understand, or even try to understand,
how much she loved it. She explained how it became a part of her, as natural
and necessary as breathing. He complained about the time she spent training
and lectured her about her eating disorder. He didn’t realize that skating was
a part of her, no matter who had first made her do it. And without it, she
wasn't quite herself.
After the accident, Dave didn’t understand her withdrawal symptoms,
depression, her need to find something else that would let her feel both a
connection and a release from her own body.
“If only I hadn’t grown,” Andrea remembers moaning to Dave on
several occasions. “I hate my body.”
“You know, it is strange.” He took a deep breath, gearing up for one
of his careful, scientific responses. “Often times the body compensates. It

reacts to stressors. That’s why so many gymnasts and figure skaters are short
and flat-chested. All that extreme exercise stunts their growth. You’re lucky
that didn’t happen to you.”
“Lucky?” Andrea stared at him. “I wish it had. I wish my body had
compensated.”
Dave wound his arm around her back. “You don’t mean that.” His
fingers brushed the side of her breast through her t-shirt. “You’ll be glad
later, I promise.”
Andrea hated the way he always thought he was right.
And there was another time she remembers, too. The beginning of
senior year. They sat in his car after school, and he ran his finger across the
puffy white marks on the insides of her wrists.
“This is why I’ve been wearing long sleeves,” she explained.
Dave shook his head and looked at her with those eyes that used to
seem kind but now seemed cloudy and arrogant. “Why’d you do this to
yourself, Andrea?” he asked. “If you’re trying to kill yourself – ”
“I’m not,” she answered. “I told you that! I just wanted to open myself
up. I don’t know.” She pulled her arm away from Dave and pushed her
sleeves back down. “Sometimes I feel like I have things inside me that need
to be let out.”
“That’s weird.”
Andrea thought of the razor, so much like the blade of an ice skate.
The silent beauty as it sliced her skin, trailing a ribbon of bright blood. “It’s
my body,” she told him. “I can do what I want with it.”
She broke up with Dave a few weeks later.
On the phone with Dave, Andrea has the sudden urge to hang up. But
she takes a deep breath and tries again. “I know this sounds crazy, but I
actually have tiny hands growing out of my wrists. Below my regular hands.
I mean, maybe I’m hallucinating, but they feel real. Should I take a picture
of them and text it to you?”
She hears Dave sigh heavily through the receiver. “I don’t know,
Andrea. You’re not making any sense. Are you drunk?”
“No.”
“Look, I know I’m your go-to guy whenever you have a problem, but
I just can’t do this anymore. And honestly, I don’t know what you want to
hear. You need to get a boyfriend or a therapist or something.”
“OK, then.” Andrea looks down at her double left hands. She
practices wiggling each finger in turn: first one pinkie, then the other. She
holds up both her middle fingers and keeps them up for a moment. “Never

mind, then,” she says, trying to sound cheerful. “I’ll figure it out on my
own.”
Andrea bought a house for her thirtieth birthday – a present to herself
for pursuing something challenging and excelling at it. She’d done four
years of dental school and the additional two years of orthodontia training at
LSU. Then she’d gotten the coveted spot as resident at a well-established
father-son orthodontic office in New Orleans, where she’s been practicing
for the past year and a half. The father is now only working part-time, and
the son, forty-seven-year-old Dr. Jeremy Sikes, seems to enjoy having
Andrea as his young, pretty protégé.
Jeremy is married with two children and has never made any overt
advances, but Andrea wonders sometimes if he has an Asian fetish. Andrea
is three-fourths Taiwanese, and four out of the five chair-side assistants are
young Vietnamese girls, first-generation Americans from East Orleans. “It’s
those long, thin fingers,” she overheard Jeremy say once to a friend.
“Normally they’d be doing nails. I give them a better option.”
Andrea flushed with anger when she heard that, and yet she wondered
what he thought about her own stubby fingers. She sometimes watches Anna
Nguyen, the newest girl, and is amazed at how quickly Anna has mastered
the techniques of lacing, tying ligatures, activating posted wires: all things
that took Andrea and her chubby fingers three times as long to learn.
Theoretically, Andrea is a good orthodontist. She’s smart and she
studied hard in school. She understands forces: what forces to apply in
which directions in order to move the teeth where they need to go. But when
it comes to placing brackets, or pulling down impacted canines, she feels
clumsy. How is she supposed to keep the patient’s mouth open, hold a
mirror against the palate, keep the suction tube in place, and still do the
delicate and precise work she needs to do? An assistant always hovers near
her, adjusting the light and waiting, in case Andrea needs something. “Use
them,” Jeremy always suggests. “Have them hold open the mouth, secure the
suction.” Andrea knows this, of course. It’s called four-handed dentistry. But
she doesn’t like being dependent on Anna Nguyen’s slender fingers. She
wants to do it on her own.
Andrea hangs up the phone and glances at the clock. Five-fifteen. She
was planning on getting up at five-thirty to go for a run. And maybe she
should. Maybe she’s hallucinating and the fresh air will do her good. She
carefully pulls off her pajamas and throws them in the hamper then begins
putting on her sports bra, a long-sleeve t-shirt, a pair of shorts. At first she is

careful to only use her normal fingers, trying to keep the little ones balled up
and out of the way, but then she realizes that they want to help. Without her
telling them, they know what to do. She lets them tie her sneakers, allowing
herself to marvel at their dexterity.
Outside, the light is blue with the coming dawn, and she runs down to
Frenchman and then up Esplanade. She circles back through the French
Quarter, which is always quiet at this time of day. It’s a cool, spring
morning, and new green buds are on the trees, the cars dusted with yellow
pollen. Andrea runs past the candy-colored shotguns and houses embellished
with wrought iron balconies. She keeps both hands tucked inside her sleeves,
but as she nears her house, she lets them peek out just a bit, feeling the cool,
damp air on all twenty fingers.
Back home, she gets ready for work, trying not to worry about how
she will hide her new hands. She’ll figure it out. She’s beginning to even
enjoy them a bit. Washing her hair is amazing with the massage of twenty
fingers. Making breakfast, putting on her make-up, fixing her hair,
everything is new and exciting. Some things are easier, some are more
difficult, but in each task she feels a bizarre thrill of giddy pride at what she
can accomplish with the help of two extra hands.
She decides to put her heavy, black hair into a French braid,
something she’s never been able to do on her own before. She closes her
eyes and does the braiding by feel. The fingers move deftly through her hair,
separating it into sections, weaving it together tightly. When she finishes,
she almost doesn’t want to open her eyes. But she does, and she sees her
own face in the mirror.
A feeling in her stomach grows, a balloon of excitement, making her
light and bouncy. Think of what an amazing orthodontist she could be with
four hands! She imagines herself holding back the lips and tongue with one
hand, steadying the mirror with another, while her new, tiny hands squeeze
into those dark, hard-to-reach places, tying ligatures around back-molar
brackets, clipping distal wires that even Anna Nguyen can’t reach. The only
trick would be using her new hands without anyone noticing.
Andrea begins to think of all the things she could do better with four
hands. Even, she blushes at the thought, things with men -- an area in which
she still doesn’t have much experience.
She fastens a string of pearls around her neck. The normally
complicated clasp is a cinch for her twenty fingers. She stands in front of her
full-length mirror and looks at herself. She wears her white lab coat over a
pair of brown slacks and a tucked-in pink button-down. Normally, she rolls
up the sleeves of the jacket, but today she wears them long, letting only the

tips of her regular fingers hang out. Something bulges in one of the side
pockets, and she fishes around to find a pair of green gloves. She holds them
in her big hand, the smaller fingers reaching out, pulling at them curiously.
With a sinking feeling, she puts them on. Her tiny hands ball into fists to
accommodate the gloves, and there they are, lumps beneath the latex just
like they had been lumps beneath her skin. The balloon in her stomach
begins to deflate, and she sinks down onto her bed.
Who was she kidding? They don’t make gloves for four-handed
people. And furthermore, did she really think she could live with four
hands? Patients would never let a four-handed woman inside their mouths,
no matter how good she is. Men wouldn’t be interested in her, no matter
what kind of pleasure she could give him. She stares at her hands, and the
little ones curl up tight, scared almost, or ashamed.
“I know you were just trying to compensate,” she whispers. She feels
tenderly towards them, like they are her own tiny children. She curls her big
fingers down to meet the little ones, touching each wrinkled knuckle, each
thin, baby fingernail.
She stands up and walks to her phone, dials her doctor’s office. She’s
going to be written up in a journal, cataloged forever in books of medical
mysteries and surgical triumphs, a picture of her four hands on the same
page as the photos of pre-separation Siamese twins.
A recording picks up. “This is Andrea Chan,” she says after the beep.
“I’m having a very strange emergency.” Her voice sounds funny in her own
ears. High-pitched, and wavering with suppressed giggles. “Please, um,
please call me back as soon as possible.” She gives her phone number then
hangs up. She knows she should go to the emergency room, but she can’t
stand the idea of all those frantic nurses gawking at her. This is something
private, and she wants it to be taken care of discreetly.
What she really wants to do, she thinks, what she really, really wants
to do right now is skate. Her leg has been healed for years now, but she
never got back on the ice after her fall. She does, however, have a pair of
rollerblades, and she remembers which box they’re in.
Andrea doesn’t bother changing. She finds the rollerblades and sits
down on her couch to put them on. She carefully makes her way onto the
porch and down her front steps. The sky is lighter now, the world is waking
up. She nods to a neighbor getting into his car.
Andrea still wears her lab coat, and she keeps her four hands tucked
inside the long, white sleeves. She takes off down the bumpy sidewalk,
enjoying the sound of the wheels. She hasn’t rollerbladed in a long time, but

the memory of the motions comes back to her: the way to stride forward,
shifting the weight in her hips and pumping her arms for momentum.
She goes down a driveway and into the street, racing along the
pavement. She wonders if she should call in sick to work. Maybe she should
never go back to work at all. It took her so long to get where she is, but is
this really what she wants to do? She thinks about the way patients were
before: the little gaps and overlapping teeth, the endearing overbites. Even
Dave’s old mess of a mouth. When their imperfections are removed, do they
become a little less human?
Andrea decides to think only of gliding through the air, of feeling the
rush of wind against her face. She checks for cars then does a few figure
eights, followed by a spin. She gains speed, racing down the empty street.
She does a lutz, digging the front of her right rollerblade into the pavement
as best she can. She flies into the air and then comes back down, the wheels
making a satisfying clunk on the pavement.
Smiling, Andrea picks up speed again. This time she wants to do a
double axel. She takes off from her front foot and spins into the air. Her right
leg whips around her body, propelling her orbit. She lands.
And then she knows she can’t stop at just two. She has to try the triple
axel. She skates fast down the pavement and leaps into the air, spinning high
and tight. But there’s something wrong. On the second rotation, she can feel
herself losing balance. She tries to hold it together, but she can’t. She falls
towards the earth.
She reaches out to catch herself, and her hands open to protect her
face. They hit the pavement hard and she feels the impact through her arms,
all the way to her teeth.
She sits up and looks at her palms. Her normal hands are fine. The
small hands, the child-sized hands, broke the fall. They are raw and bleeding
in places, little black pebbles of pavement sticking into the flesh. Andrea
looks at them and begins to cry. They tried so hard to save her, and she’s
going to cut them off. She’s never appreciated her body and everything it’s
done for her.
With her right hand, Andrea brushes the little rocks off her tiny lefthanded palm then holds it tight. She does the same with the other hand. And
then she sits there in the middle of the street, watching for cars and holding
hands with herself.
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Row Your Boat Ever After
Ariel Carter-Rodriguez
Stephen Stevens had been deathisized, or desensitized to death, at an
early age. It had begun when he discovered Stuart Stevens, his older
brother, playing God in the attic. Not only would he pluck each leg off the
small house spiders that coexisted with the Christmas decorations, he would
slingshot squirrels, birds—and even the occasional cat—out of the
neighborhood crabapple trees.
“What are you doing?” Stephen had asked.
“What’s it look like I’m doing?” his brother had replied.
“It looks like you’re killing a spider.”
“No duh, dickweed.”
Stephen sat in a nest of fluffy pink insulation, watching as his
brother turned a spider into a round, black M&M. He wondered whether
his brother was planning on eating it, too.
And so the dichotomy began. The term “dichotomy” comes from the
Greek dichotomia, meaning “divided,” the dich- referring to “two” and –
tomia meaning “cutting,” or the excision of an object. A dichotomy is
therefore the splitting of a whole into exactly two, completely separate parts,
otherwise known as “halves.” These two parts are often mutually exclusive
and can also be viewed as opposites. Stephen was ignorant of the term and
its history, but was nevertheless inadvertently experiencing the effects of an
emotive dichotomy. On one hand, the prior my-brother-is-the-best-in-theworld half was now completely disconnected from an entirely new, intrusive
half, better known as the my-brother-is-actually-a-genital-botanist half. But
more importantly, this was when Stephen's loving half divorced itself from
his expressive half. After all, the poor spider didn't care what the boy's face
did.
Stephen Stevens was oblivious to this early onset of deathisization.
The sticky, popcorn-scented rounds of violent video games in the
basement didn’t faze him in the least. His brother and his cronies would
shriek and squawk as they died countless bloody deaths, only to respawn
seconds later. Stuart in particular much preferred ambushing his best friends
around virtual corners than playing traditional hide-and-seek. It had gotten
to the point where he would ask his doctor how many lives he had left
whenever he went in for a checkup. Stuart strove to be at the top of a hit
list and stay there. Stephen, however, would plop into his beanbag chair
with a Cat’s Cradle, being the only one in his family who knew how to use

one. Row row row your boat, gently down the stream, merrily merrily
merrily merrily, life is but a dream, death is only a game.
One day, Stephen Stevens was humming and thrumming along the
routine route all the way home. His eye caught the embroidered hem of a
canary yellow sundress, which was flapping around the ankles of a girl with
brown curls. She was holding a bushel of miniature daisies, gently poking a
hole in each and stringing them into a chain. Most of them had ragged stems
from clumsy but determined fingertips, yet the green chain held link for link.
She itched at the lace stenciled on her collarbone, a plump parakeet sitting
on her shoulder. It chirruped importantly, making the girl squirm with glee
whenever it felt ignored and decided to nibble her ear. The owner of the
sundress and the parakeet was a classmate of Stephen's, but until today, he
had always seen her as a kid, not as a girl. The loving half of Stephen
Stevens decided it would risk itself for that girl.
It should be known that openings such as “One day” and “Once upon
a time” have been favorite stock phrases in the English language since 1380.
Other variants such as “Once there was,” “One day a long time ago” and
“There was, and there was not” also exist in foreign languages. These
openings were—and still are—often coupled with the traditional ending of
“and they lived happily ever after.” However, this finale’s lesser known
cousin, “and they lived happily until their deaths,” was also used on
occasion. For our purposes here, the simple words “One day” suffice quite
nicely to describe Stephen’s childhood epiphany, although its conclusion
could be considered less than conventional. Endings can have a hard time
being original without being callous.
Stephen wasted no time. He would never approach her directly, oh
no. He took it upon himself to use his shyness as his ace in the hole. She
always sat by the tire swing for an hour or so after the bell finally rang,
making flower chains and blowing grass whistles until her parents picked
her up. During the school day Stephen would puzzle, posit, and otherwise
think about what she would like the most. The “she” turned out to have a
name, and that name was Lydia, a beautiful name with three out of the five
vowels in it, including the fickle “y.” Stephen chided himself for not
knowing her name already. Lydia Collins and Duke, the royal blue parakeet.
She never went anywhere without him. Stephen had even seen her go to the
restroom with him, although he wasn’t sure what the protocol was on
bringing a male pet into a women’s bathroom. Stephen didn’t know what to
get a bird, much less a girl. Chewing on his fingernails, he decided. He
would make her something and leave it for her—prove his love through the
masculinity of manual labor.

“Stephen,”
Stephen looked up from his arithmetic quiz dazedly. It was his
teacher, Ms. Landers.
“You’re drooling a bit, dear.”
One other day, Lydia was sitting in her usual plot of grass, knee-high
socks rolled down so far that they crumpled off the ends of her feet like
white snakeskins. Toddlers pointed and burbled at the blue birdie as they
were released from kindergarten into their parents’ arms. Popping open the
hinges of her lunchbox, Lydia began to fill it with the burrs that had
decorated themselves in her hair. Then, when that was done, she sighed.
The playground was empty as was the gym, school, and parking lot. She
sprawled out backwards in the tall weeds; grass stains seeping into a new
coral pink dress her parents had fabricated. They tended to notice color but
not time. On the verge of attempting the world’s first grass angel, Lydia felt
a sharp pain in between her wings. She pursed her lips, removing a wooden
stick, with the words “TO LYDIA” carved on it in a deliberate scrawl. She
didn’t need a stick and she didn’t particularly want one. It made her smile.
In a house far, far away, Stephen Stevens was more stumped than a
stump in past tense. Chin on the edge of his dining room table, he did not
know what to give Lydia. A stick was the natural first choice, but now he
was swimming in ragged clippings of Warp Woodworking and Carving
Quarterly without a single decision to spur him onward. He had, of course,
already built several trinkets, but he needed a final, master project—a
masterpiece if you will—to win Lydia's heart. Stuart Stephens, zitty and
anti-everything, sauntered into the room, plucked a clipping from the table,
and sneered.
“Whatcha up to, dickweed?”
Stephen didn't look up. “Thinking.”
“Thinking is for the birds. I'm gonna go shoot stuff if you're
interested in growing a pair.”
Stephen Stevens was then struck by the perfect idea. He wasn't
interested in growing a pair of anything at the moment, but for once in his
life, his brother had created something instead of destroying it.
Meanwhile, Lydia Collins sat in her warm bay window, quietly
reading to Duke. Today she turned the glossy pages of her mother's Vogue,
since she was sure Duke had already memorized all the books in her
personal library by now. Lydia and Duke had flipped through pages and

pages of graceful necks and perfumed promises when Lydia's mother
entered. She leaned casually against the doorframe, holding Stephen's stick
in one hand and a glass of scotch in the other.
“Lydia, what have I told you about bringing the outdoors inside?”
“The outside is outside for a reason,” she replied, not looking up from
the magazine.
“Precisely, but then why did I find this by your lunchbox?”
At the sight of Stephen's gift, Lydia sprang to her feet, nearly
dislodging a startled Duke from her shoulder.
“Um, that's not a piece of the outside anymore. That's a present.”
Lydia's mother raised her eyebrows, scrutinizing the stick and its
crude engraving with a tired interest. She chuckled under her breath.
“Lydia, sweetheart, I think you may have a secret admirer.”
Lydia stared blankly.
“I think a boy likes you.”
And so, Stephen Stevens continued to leave his small, wooden tokens:
decorated popsicle sticks, a carved fish, and even a small treasure box all
appeared at her sanctuary with no sign of the mysterious benefactor. Lydia
kept them all in her backpack—in the secret inside pocket, just in case.
Whenever she rested in the shadow of the tire swing she would remove them
all and examine the mysterious chicken scratch tucked in their corners.
Stephen Stevens began to design wooden castles in his head where the two
of them would live, red cedar turrets with majestic staircases spiraling
upwards like coils of ivy. He would make an aviary out of only the sturdiest
cherry, and a regal banquet table where they would sip only the finest pine
juice. And above all, he would shield Lydia’s hands from the splinters of
the world. He asked his mom if there were such things as wooden rings.
Lydia asked her mother what she was supposed to do with a “secret
admirer.” Stephen started constructing a future as a carpenter. Lydia
wondered if princes still existed. The courtship flourished until the day
Duke went missing.
The psychology of pets is an interesting one. Many of us
unconsciously view them as equal companions, or even as surrogate
offspring. Ever-increasing anthropomorphism has led to pets becoming
legitimate members of a family, some of them adopting surnames as the
children do, such as “Connie Carter” the cat. But what’s most significant
about this phenomenon is that an animal is beyond imaginary friend, sibling,
or parent. They act as unconditional support systems where humanoid ones
fail. In Lydia’s case, Duke the parakeet was the one who whispered tweets

of encouragement into her ear. He was an avian shoulder angel. He took up
her parent’s slack.
Stephen Stevens became aware of this terrible news through the
sudden outbreak of “Have you seen me?” flyers hastily stapled to every
surface. With no printed reward amount, most of the students either ignored
them or used them to make paper airplanes. The sheets spilled over bulletin
boards, posts, and people’s bicycles like layers of lavender scales. Lydia’s
handwriting was echoing in the hallways and staring at Stephen from the
cafeteria. He swallowed the way a man swallows his pride. There was no
time to lose. Stowing his latest gift for Lydia carefully into his bag, he ran
in a direction, looking for tropical birds on telephone wires and in the
branches of trees. Patchwork pigeons, onyx crows and fat sparrows, but no
parakeet. He ran for hours, it seemed to him, before his feet finally led him
to Lydia’s sanctuary. Stephen Stevens keeled over in the grass, waiting for
his breath to return, when he saw a royal blue gem in the branches of a
crabapple tree.
Lydia’s face hurt. An ocean of salt had been rolling down her cheeks
for hours, it seemed to her. Her eyes were puffy and the reservoirs behind
them were empty. They were used to running dry like this. Trudging, step
by featherless step, those feet found her sanctuary.
A boy was there—a boy with hair so brown and light it could almost
be gray. He looked like what her parents had referred to as a “deer in the
headlights,” although Lydia had never actually seen a deer in headlights. He
was wearing an unusually cubular backpack, and holding his hands out of
sight.
“Who are you?” she asked.
“Stephen Stevens,” said the boy. “I’m in Ms. Landers’ class with
you.”
Lydia remembered. He was the boy who knew all fifty state capitals
and smelled like tuna. “Why are you in my spot? It’s supposed to be a
secret.”
Stephen looked down at his hands. “I was looking for Duke. I heard
you’d lost him.”
Lydia all but imploded with joy. She saw feathers poking out
between the boy’s bandaged fingers. She flung her lunch bag to the ground.
“Did you find him? Did you? I’ll give you what’s left of my sandwich or—”
“No.”
“No?” Lydia croaked.
“I don’t need a sandwich. I just wanted to help.”

Lydia hiccuped as she laughed. “Oh! Okay. Where is he? Can I see
him now?”
Stephen Stevens gave a look as unfortunate as his name. He met
Lydia’s gaze steadily with neither worry nor ease. Slowly, hesitantly, he
opened his hands, revealing a small, lifeless, blue parakeet.
You should know right now that he didn’t mean to take the life of
Duke Collins. It was one of those accidents that are too terrible to be
classified by the same word that is used to describe a stubbed toe or spilled
glass of milk. He had spotted the bird napping on one leg, and did only what
he could. Stephen was an eight-year-old boy filled to the brim with eightyear-old hope and delusion and miscalculation. This is a precarious mixture
at the best of times. This fixed equation did not include Duke.
Lydia stared at the bundle of feathers that no longer twittered secrets
in her ear. She stared because her reservoirs were indeed empty, and she
only did what she could. She looked at Stephen with a look of “why?” and
he replied with a look of “because.” They stayed like that for a long while,
Lydia cradling the limp body in her palms. Other children squealed in the
distance. Finally, after what seemed to both of them to be hours, she faced
Stephen.
“You’re not doing it right.”
Stephen looked back with dry, gray eyes. “What?”
“You’re not sad,” she said. “You’re not crying or sorry or saying what
happened.” She looked at his blank face angrily. Lines appeared on her
forehead twenty years too early. “You aren’t doing anything.”
Stephen Stevens did look at the bird, and he did feel sad. He had felt
its future cheeps and fluffs and head bobs evaporate as he grabbed it. Duke
Collins was a fine bird, brother, and friend. He felt that leave, too. Stephen
felt his tear ducts and wondered whether there was a problem in the
plumbing. Merrily, life is but a dream. Duke hadn’t respawned, good as
new, like Stuart Stevens had done in the basement all those times. Stephen
didn’t want to be a genital botanist. He had wanted the bird to fly back to
Lydia and shower her in downy kisses. He had lived happily until his death,
but he was supposed to live that way ever after. No, Lydia Collins. Stephen
Stevens was very, very sad.
Stephen started to pick daisies, intending to make a funeral chain out
of petals and pollen. Lydia took off one of her shoes, holding it above her
head, “You killed my bird! Why aren’t you sorry!”
Frankly, my dear, he did give a damn. He just didn't know how to
give that damn to you so you'd see it and believe in its sincerity.
She threw the first shoe. “Why aren’t you sad!”

Stephen merely gazed at her. He'd heard that actions speak louder
than words, but he wasn't quite fluent in actions yet and words simply
weren't good enough, so the boy remained mute.
She threw a second shoe. “Why didn’t you cry! You saw it happen!”
They thudded against his chest and stomach, but Stephen Stevens
didn’t flinch at either shoe. Leaving the picked daises in a pile at her feet, he
went to his backpack and tugged at the object inside. Lydia was out of shoes
but not out of ammunition. Her chest heaved with slowly refilling
reservoirs. She was about to aim more words when Stephen turned around.
In his hands was a birdhouse made of plywood. Dried glue dripped midleak between the edges, but Lydia could tell it was a bird home, not a bird
house. It was simple and odd and perfect. He offered it to Lydia, along with
her shoes.
Lydia took the bird-home silently, tracing a finger along the name
carved on the front. She blinked with long, wet lashes. She gathered up the
daisies and discarded feathers, making a cocoon around the small bird.
Then, ever so gently, she placed Duke inside the bird-home, and pressed her
ear to the roof. They both listened. When Lydia opened her eyes, they said
“he likes it.”
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Intro to Lesbianism
Rachel Lewis
I’m sitting here eating what’s left of your cheese puffs and telling
Derek the story of my life with you. As soon as he walks into our apartment,
I say, “Lily left.”
He says, “Oh fuck.” He looks around the apartment as if to see if
you’re really gone. It doesn’t look like it. Your shit is still everywhere.
“We’ll be late for work,” I say, because I know I need to talk about
this to someone and Derek is the only one I have since you left.
“No big. Patty will literally never fire me. I’m too good.” I don’t
remember if I ever told you or not, but Derek has been sleeping with our
boss at the restaurant since before I started working there. He got her to hire
me in the first place.
“Mm,” I say, because I don’t remember if he was good or not. The
only thing I can remember is him finishing and my absolute certainty that I
was a lesbian.
Derek hugs me, and he’s too bony for comfort, but he’s allowed to
hug me because he’s known me since my blond-hair and mini-skirt days
back in junior year of high school. He knew me before I chopped and dyed
my hair and stopped showing my legs even though I still shave them. I think
that this keeps me from intimidating him the way I seem to intimidate
everyone else. Derek was my best friend, before you. He’d been my one and
only guy and you were my one and only girl. I’m not sleeping with him now.
I’m not sleeping with anyone.
“I keep writing her letters,” I say about you, “but we don’t have any
stamps so I can’t send them.” You were supposed to get stamps on Monday
but then you drove away and took our car with you.
“She just left today?” Derek says, but he knows it isn’t the case
because he knows me and he knows I’m bad with these things.
“Last Sunday,” I say. I feel bad about not opening up sooner. Derek’s
always been open. Today, maybe because you updated your profile picture
on Facebook and I stared at your face for an hour and it didn’t change, I
broke down and now I can’t stop talking. “She stole the car.” Derek kicks
off his shoes into the corner where he always leaves them, beside my torn
blue umbrella and on top of an old beach towel. I look at his pale feet. Derek
walks to the living room and I follow. We sit on the floor, our backs against
the blue velvet couch you got from your parents basement when we decided
to move in together.

Derek says, “Lily will literally die without you,” and I nod. He keeps
saying literally and I keep thinking about how much you hated that word and
how, if you were here, you would wait until he left to launch into a rant on
how people use literally incorrectly all the goddamn time and how people
are so stupid that you just can’t stand it and how you don’t even know why I
spend so much time with him. Derek and I stare at a game show on the
television screen. I always keep the television on. The house is silent without
it. A contestant hits a lever. The bulbs surrounding the board flick to life and
begin to dance like twinkling Christmas lights.
“Lily’s mom is still sick,” I say. I tell him this because I want him to
nod and tell me that her illness is probably why you freaked out and left.
Derek’s mom had cancer, like your mom, but she’s dead, unlike yours. Hers
was lung, though she never smoked. When he first told me about his mom
our freshman year of high school as we sat in his basement and picked at
stale peanuts, Derek said it didn’t make a difference, whether she smoked or
not. He said no one deserves cancer, either way. I knew I could trust him,
then, just like I know now that he won’t blame me for you.
“That sucks,” he says. I remember how you didn’t like him much.
You didn’t understand our silent comfort. On a normal day Derek and I
would go hours without speaking, just playing FIFA and staring at the
screen and communicating through nothing much but sighs and grunts. You
never said anything, but you always left the room when he came over and
started banging around in the kitchen. I think you need noise too.
“Yeah,” I say. I put my head on his pointy shoulder and we watch the
board on the game show glitter and glimmer before snatching away
thousands from eager contestants with quick-drooping smiles. The room is
silent but for the sound of the audience booing and our upstairs neighbors
shuffling across the floor. The lack of conversation between me and Derek
gives me time to think of you and I’m greedy enough to take it.
***
I’m halfway through my second Sunday without you and my fingers
are orange from what’s left of your cheese puffs. I’m spending time on the
living room floor more often than not just to be closer to that orange stain
that smells like duck sauce and always gets “The Color of the Wind” stuck
in my head. You sang that song in the shower for a week after Pocahontas
got stuck in the VHS player. You were singing it when I snuck into the
shower on Wednesday before work and kissed your stomach while you
washed your armpits and dragged my tongue across the little hairs around
your belly button while you washed the hair on your head. I know it was a
Wednesday because your mom called before I could get you off (I forgot she

always calls on Wednesday) and you had to struggle to be nice to her on the
phone because you were still hanging out on the borderline between coming
and not coming and every shift of your thighs as you paced made it worse so
you hated her a little bit even though she’ll probably die soon and you’ll
have to go pick up her body at the hospital. You probably shouldn’t hate
someone you have to do that for, but I know how you are when you don’t
get to come. You told me it was the reason that you dumped the boyfriend
that you had before you got with me. You told me that you loved that I
always let you come first.
I say, “I’ll be right back.” I feel like a failure but I grab my phone
from the charger and go stand on the balcony anyway. I bounce my phone
from palm to palm. There are still cigarette butts in a ceramic seashell from
the person who lived here before us. I tell myself this, but I think that maybe
you were lying when you told me you stopped smoking as a part of our New
Year’s resolution. I finger the ashes.
I call you, because thinking about your mom made it impossible not
to. When I call, you don’t pick up the phone, but I don’t expect you to.
“Lily, it’s me. I want to know if your mom is okay. I know you
wanted me to help you with the arrangements. I love you and if you’re by H
Street you need to go pick up stamps.” I pace the balcony of our onebedroom and listen to the sirens and wonder what time it is now. A group of
boys wearing oversized hoodies and snapbacks stands at the crosswalk. They
push and shove each other, they laugh, and they look both ways before they
cross the street. Across the street, a woman steps out of an office building.
She stands beneath a crumbling concrete archway and exchanges her heels
for tennis shoes. She holds her hand out, checking for rain. The air feels
damp and the sky looks tired, but there is no rain. She looks relieved. She
begins her walk. I think of how, if you were here, you would catcall the boys
and mock the woman for not bothering to check the weather.
I walk back inside and plug the phone back into the charger. It hasn’t
fully charged since it fell in the bathtub. Keeping it on the edge of the tub
was your idea. You wanted to be able to choose the songs while we had sex.
When my phone splashed into the tub, you thought it was hilarious and kept
fucking me even though the motion made the phone clang against the tub. I
told you we could get electrocuted. You said that could only happen with
stuff that’s plugged in, like blow dryers, but your eyes got wide and I knew
you were scared. I helped you out of the tub and rubbed the blob of soap
resting on your forehead with my nose.
I walk toward Derek and sit at his feet. He moved to the couch when I
was gone. He scoots off of the couch and sits beside me. I can’t stop

thinking about how you taste. I can’t stop thinking about how often I tasted
you and how you still won’t pick up the phone.
“We’ll just skip work,” Derek says.
“Thanks,” I say. He nods. We sit together. The television hums. The
game show restarts. A new set of eager eyes to darken with glimmering
lights that steal money and dreams away. I run my finger across the edge of
the duck sauce stain.
“You need to keep talking?” he says. I nod.
“I called Lily,” I say. I watch his expression shift. I want to tell him
I’m normally stronger than this. I think that that would be a lie though and I
can’t lie to Derek. The thought sends a chill down my spine. I am weak. I
lean on Derek, press my finger to the center of your stain.
“Did she pick up?” Derek tilts his head and his curls flop over his big
eyes. He looks like a doll.
“No. I knew she wouldn’t.” I take my finger off of the stain. I think of
the night you made the stain. Do you remember? We sat on our couch and
spent Saturday night rewinding your old VHS tapes. We didn’t have a coffee
table so we put our feet on each other’s. Pocahontas got stuck, and you
knocked over your Chinese food trying to stand up. You didn’t clean up the
stain. I didn’t either. “I’m sure Lily will come back,” Derek says.
“Let’s play FIFA,” I say. I crawl across the carpet. I can’t feel the
carpet scraping my knees, bare in my torn jeans, until I sit up, and then my
knees start burning. I grab two controllers and a pen, then push the pen into
the hole in the television where the menu button should be. I keep pushing
until a new screen buzzes to life. I raise my hand so I can feel the static. It
hums against my fingertips. Derek leans back against the couch. I stay by the
stain. We play. I thought the game would dull my thinking or at least distract
me but still your presence fills my thoughts.
You left one and a half Sundays ago. It was raining and you backed
over the flamingo in our front yard when you left. When you backed out, I
thought of how I taught you how to drive every day during lunch throughout
our senior year of high school because we had no one to sit with and you
cared about that a lot. You’re still shit at backing out, probably because you
spent a lot of the lessons crying. I ended up doing most of the steering. One
and a half Sunday’s ago when you backed over the flamingo, I saw your face
through your dirty window – you looked like you’d killed your child – and I
held it – our flamingo child – and you drove away. Now the flamingo
watches me and Derek from its place beside the television, its ragged nose
keeping it standing. The flamingo escaped most of your damage. Its chipped
nose is the only sign that you ran it over at all.

Derek’s winning. He laughs. I don’t cuss, even though I want to. For
New Years I promised to stop cussing. The volume on the television jumps.
It always does that. Derek doesn’t react; he’s too focused on the game. I
score a goal. I think of you.
You broke up with me on Sunday because I said I felt like our
relationship was symbolic and not real. You said I could fuck off with my
pseudo-intellectual bullshit, turned up the volume on the rerun of The Mindy
Project, and said my college class had turned me into an asshole. You
smelled like cheese puffs when I hugged you and felt like you’d gained
weight in my arms. I said I was sorry and you said we were over. I didn’t
understand why you were overreacting. We’d fought before but you always
backed out of the argument before it got to the point of it turning into a real
fight. You didn’t then, though, and you wouldn’t tell me why you were so
upset. You’ve never been secretive about your emotions so I knew that it
was something that would hurt me. I knew from the way you couldn’t look
me in the eye even as you broke my heart that leaving me had something to
do with the phone calls you’d make while I showered as if the running water
could silence your high pitched laughter.
My phone rings.
I drop the controller and run. I feel Derek watching me. I yank my
phone off of the charger. I know I am pathetic for still wanting you even
though you tore me in half. I know I am pathetic for being so desperate to
hear your voice that I’ll leave the one person who has never lied to me in
favor of you. I know I am pathetic for wanting to speak to you so badly that
I’m willing to ignore the fact that you chose someone else.
In the seconds it takes me to get to the balcony I remember how we
spent the Saturday before you left me in the front yard. You, my black lily,
bowing in the sun. I kept my hands beneath your back, held you up, kept you
stable. The passing kids laughed at you for being twenty-two but looking
younger, more their age, either more or less worthy of mockery, and needing
assistance with a backbend. I said, “You’re doing great. You’re perfect.”
You said, “Fuck you,” to the kids and I knew it reminded you of high
school and how the kids laughed when you shaved your head in a show of
blatant lesbian solidarity. You didn’t realize they’d long since decided I was
a boy, not a lesbian, and no longer cared about my lack of marks of
femininity. You cussed at the guy who grabbed your tits after class and who
said that if you got laid by a real man and not a pussy like me you’d be a real
woman. I punched him in the throat and the teacher pulled me off of him and
said he would have done the same thing to protect his girl. I looked at him
and wondered if he’d forgotten when I was the girl with blond curls and

short skirts in his sophomore English class or if he was, in some pseudo-ally
way, deciding to accept my identity (or the one he assumed I had) as a guy.
Now, I wait for your voice.
“My mom is fine,” you say, and I grip my phone like it’s a balloon
string and there’s a tornado coming.
“Lily,” I say, and the word is a sigh and a breath and a curse. “We
need stamps, Lily.” I can’t stop saying your name. It tastes like all of you.
“I’m not coming back,” you say.
“You can’t survive without me,” I say, because Derek has turned
around and is staring at me so his words decide to fill my mouth.
“I’m staying with Rida,” you say, and you mean your older sister, and
I know you’re lying because she was the one who told you to grow up and
get an apartment in the first place. I imagine Rida and her son and how the
first time I met him you looped your arm in mine and announced that we
were lesbians and how I’d wanted to shove your scarf in your mouth because
it was irrelevant, whether or not you and I were having sex, and because you
were so proud. I think of how my mom sent me to live with my aunt in an
apartment a few streets over when she found out I was a lesbian and how I
only got to see my little brothers on weekends when my mom was sleeping
off the night shift. I think of how before she found out, I was their caretaker
and babysitter and people in our neighborhood always thought I was their
mom, I was with them so much. I wonder if I’m using you to give me
something to take care of. I decide you were always using me, too. I want
you anyway.
“You have to come back. You left all of your spring clothes here.” I
think of the boxes under our wiry queen bed.
“It isn’t spring yet,” you say.
“It’s the end of March. You know it’ll rain. You’ll have no jacket. No
umbrella. It always rains all spring in the city.”
“I’ll move to the suburbs,” you say. I try to imagine you driving kids
to SAT Prep Classes and packing lunches. I can’t imagine it clearly because
I know your worst fear is being boring. I try to imagine another person living
with you. I know they wouldn’t eat you out as often as I did but still this is
easier to picture because I remember how you said if you got married you’d
probably marry a man because marrying a woman just seemed weird, but
what we were doing was okay. I wonder if I was nothing more than your
Intro To Lesbianism course and if I’d give you a passing or failing grade.
“The floor still smells like duck sauce,” I say.
“Why the hell haven’t you cleaned it up yet?” you say. “I told you to
use the Clorox and one of the blue sponges from under the sink. Jesus.” I

pick the remains of cheese puffs from beneath my fingernails. The remnants
of your red nail polish rest in chipping red moons around my uneven
cuticles.
“Come home,” I say. “I didn’t mean it, what I said. I was reading too
much.”
“Well, duh you were reading too much. I told you not to take that
class but you decided you had to learn anthropology even though I know you
didn’t even know what it was.” You suck your teeth. I can hear your spit.
“Symbolism my ass.”
“Sociology.”
“What? I said symbolism.”
“No, it’s sociology I’m studying. Not anthropology.”
I hear you inhale sharply. You start coughing. I hear the phlegm in
your throat. Your smoking cough is back. “Are you fucking kidding me right
now?”
“Just come home,” I say, and it’s broken but I can’t not beg you. I
can’t even sleep on my side of the bed anymore because I need to be where
you still exist in strands of hair on your silk pillowcase. At night I stare at
the drawer of shit you left behind: open chapstick, empty chip bags, a mug
stained with coffee and lipstick marks, a hot pink vibrator. I leave the drawer
open. I go back to it every night. I fall asleep wondering about the body of
the person you fantasized about as you used your vibrator. You didn’t know
that I knew you had a vibrator, but I always knew. You aren’t as good with
your secrets as you imagine.
“I have to go,” you say, and I can hear a voice and it’s deep and I
want to gouge my eyes out.
“Just tell me,” I say, but my voice is wavering and all I can think of is
how you flirted with the men at the bar and told me it was no big deal and
that you were saving us money so that we could finally take a trip to the
Slutwalk in Chicago. I have to pause and push back every thought of you
and of every time my stomach told me you weren’t mine. “Lily, tell me the
truth,” I say, finally, and I hear you breathing and I know you hear me and I
know I know I know but you hang up the phone anyway.
I don’t know I’m crying until Derek’s arms are around me. Wind
blows across the balcony and scatters ashes on my bare feet. I guess I start
sobbing because Derek hugs me tighter. He smells like cheese puffs so he
smells like you and for a second I consider kissing his neck because it’s right
there and I want the combination of my lips and the cheese puff scent to
morph his body into yours instead. I think of how I’ll never touch you again
and I wonder if you ever even liked it, anyway. I trusted you too quickly

because you were never ashamed of loving me. I thought that it meant that
you were safe.
I hold Derek and I remember sitting on the metro with your head in
my lap and playing with your hair. You were thinner than you are now and
you felt like a wisp in my grasp and I should have known then that one day I
would lose you. You asked me if I loved you and I drew a heart onto your
thigh with my forefinger and thumb, spreading either finger in a jagged halfloop. I was sweetened by the moment of us, a girl sitting on the metro
playing with the hair of a girl who hummed a song halfway before forgetting
the words and changing the tune completely. I didn’t realize until you were
home that I knew the song and could have given you the rest of the words.
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Eli’s Boys
Zach Nabors
Only three hours prior had Hopper been engulfed in a surrealistic
frenzy, a haze of anxiety and shouting, when he and Finn had hit a hard right
directly after the Sparky the Squirrel sign, an oversized, gray, bucktoothed
squirrel denoting his distaste for forest fires, disrespect for nature, and beer
cans being lobbed into his forest. The wheels peeled the pavement and
chunks of loose gravel just before the turn off to Jolley Baptist Church Rd
(grandmother’s church) and headed deep into the winding roads of the lush
thickets of Cottage Grove. Now three hours removed and the shock had
rooted itself within Hopper’s marrow. Feeling as if an anesthesiologist had
pulled him from a post-surgery stupor, he stood dull and numb leaning
against his shovel. Looking. Counting his breaths.
The crunches of Finn’s shovel still permeated the back of Erickson’s
field—metal to dirt—toss to ground—metal to dirt.
The night was darker than most, heavy overcast, as if the calendar had
been tipped off as well. A jaded crescent moon kept ducking, slow and
methodic, in and out of grey clouds, while any speck of starlight remained
hidden years away. Even the cosmos could not bear to lay eyes upon the
bleak tragedy that shrouded itself in the dark-dead of night below them.
The headlights were too much of a risk, Finn had screamed. But after
hours of exposure eyes grow accustom to darkness. And through this acute
awareness brought on by the absence of light, Hopper could see the sludgy
sweat sliding down Finn’s tired face, just as he could feel the thick dirty
sweat roll down his own.
There hadn’t been many words spoken since they arrived at the
junction where expansive farmland meets verdant woods: only the
demanding of no truck lights, the instructions to Hopper that it ‘Mus’nt be a
shallow grave. ‘At’s how people get caught,’ and Finn’s notification that all
cigarette butts will be tossed into an old beer can and taken with them. But
Hopper didn’t feel like smoking. He was a pack-a-day smoker, but the urge
after three hours wouldn’t ever come. He vomited twice, but no cigarettes.
Hopper squinted through the thick southern night air. Trying to see the
cousin he had always known. The boy he had grown up with, at each other’s
side, unmovable.
Hopper and Finn had always been inseparable: their daddies being
brothers. Both boys the same age and both vigorous adrenaline driven
kids—watch out for those McKnight boys people would say.

They had grown up doing everything together. Finn always tended to
spend the most time he could at his Uncle Eli’s house: fishing, meddling
through creeks, and peeing into older girls’ windows.
Finn wasn’t a week passed ten years old the day he found his mother
in the bathtub blue lipped, eyeballs reaching for the back of her skull, and a
black leather belt tied around her upper arm; his father, drunk and swearing,
beating and banging on her chest, then turning his goddamning-anger upon
someone else, someone still alive, someone else to blame—Finn—and
chased him outside, down the old dirt road he had spent his first decade on, a
pint of rye whiskey (mostly drank) in his father’s left hand and an open
pocketknife in the other, until Finn finally made it to Hopper’s home for
good.
Eli McKnight caught hell, now with the responsibilities of raising two
boys. The two young ones were fire on an oil spill, leaving a streak wherever
they torched a path through. If one hocked rocks through the church
windows, so did the other. Grandma McKnight urged the Jolley Baptist way,
but the boys only revolted more.
They learned to share and do everything as one entity. If one missed
school, they both did. They smoked pot and sniffed glue together. They
drank booze and did coke together. If one was rummaging through a pill
cabinet, the other played lookout. Hopper can remember vividly being
fifteen years old behind the old Cottage Grove High School, their first time;
Amy Johnson’s blonde hair flowing long and lustrous as she went down on
Finn and then turned with her piercing blue eyes and beckoned Hopper
without a word or gesture, just a stare, pulled him closer and closer until he
had been promptly directed and placed inside of her from behind. And the
look he could never forget streaked across Finn’s face, the look of pride and
amazement, as if they had just achieved the impossible. Hopper and Finn
were like brothers, only closer.
Hopper stared and stared, but he could not find that boy that ran
scared to he and Eli’s house, with a dead mother and a drunk, knife wielding
father behind him twenty years ago, or the wild boy skipping out on
Grandma McKnight and her Jolley church, ditching school and smoking
dope, switching and swapping positions, taking turns on the Johnson girl
like there wouldn’t be a fifteen years later, they would only stay the same, in
the same place, forever.
A small flick of lighter lit Finn’s face, showing his heavy burdened
features and the sizzle of the small flame burning tobacco broke the silence

and monotony of shovel dipping into loose, easy dirt, but then it was right
back to it—metal to dirt—toss to ground.
The boys grew older and they drank and they chased women and they
fought, took on all comers—homers and out-of-towners alike—in Ellen
May’s Bar, turned into their own personal home-away-from-home in
Buchanan. Out of high school they had gone to work for their daddy’s best
friend’s mowing and lawn service. The friend, an old grizzled man who gave
them a trailer and a little piece of land to live on, who didn’t care what they
did or how they did it, as long as they showed up for work, worked hard, and
told him the torrid details of their previous night’s revelries.
Two years prior to this night Hopper had got a job working for Henry
County—working the road crew; Finn hooked himself to meth and moved in
with a woman, a woman—word had it—who made Ellen May’s her homeaway-from-home and took all comers. Hopper had kept the trailer.
Eli had gotten to where he could laugh about the two hellions he had
managed to keep alive and survive himself. The way a reminiscent father
and son can as time passes and the young hellions become men, though two
years, nearly to-the-day, you could mark the change in Eli’s face: now sullen
and tired, within it lay the virtue of an astute knowingness, insight into the
future, shallowly hidden in the lines of his aging face. Eli now had the sad
eyes of a man who knew too much, the frightened eyes of a man who had
abruptly remembered a certain curse. He had seen the ending. The same look
Hopper had when he received that midnight call from Finn, until his
demeanor hastily shifted subsequent to hearing the cold demand to, “Get
over here NOW!”
“The sun’ll be up soon.” Hopper finally said, just like any other
statement he might make to anyone else, as Finn kept packing dirt and
meticulously covering what had been at least a six foot deep hole with leaves
and sticks and other things he felt made the earth seem undisturbed and
natural.
The moon peaked, but only for a moment as the cousins, deliberately,
with the lights turned off, rolled out from the Erickson farm. Nothing was, or
could be said on the way home. Finn made sure he had the beer can/ashtray,
kicking it about the floorboard over to Hopper’s side.
Raising his hand, the extended webbing between thumb and index to
his nose, Finn cocked his head back for a small bump of crystal to slam the
rear-interior of his head. Finn held the small plastic baggy toward Hopper,
but Hopper nodded no. They had already shared enough.
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Author Spotlight
Joe Marchia talks to Zach Nabors
In this issue’s Author Spotlight I talk to author Zach Nabors. Zach was of
particular interest to me- another author in which I felt compelled to publish
both his poetry and prose work. I was fascinated by how expansive his
interest range was. Writers, I find, have a curiosity that extends even beyond
literature. Zach and I took some time to try and break down the creative
process.
Joe: Why do you write? What compels you or draws you to creative
writing?
Zach: I write so I do not go insane. More insane than I already am that is.
Well, I have things to say, stories to tell, and there has always seemed
something holy about a book, something immortal. I have always dreamed
since I was younger that I would write a book, or write something.
Everyone, I believe, has to have a creative outlet. Plus, I cannot paint,
making a film takes other people and is more complicated than writing a
story or poem, and I am unfortunately not a musician, so creative writing it
is.
Joe: I find it interesting people always mention the idea of creative
expression as a method of staying sane. Sometimes it feels like writing is so
cathartic, but other times the process can be extremely stressful! Come to
think of it that sort of resonates with something I recently read that Woody
Allen said. Something about how his decision to make so many movies is so
he can keep busy and keep the larger, scarier problems of life from popping
up. I guess I fall somewhere between the two attitudes. Art seems to keep a
little of me sane, and yet also forces me to face a lot of insanity. I wonder
how the two can be reconciled . . . .
Who are some of your favorites authors? Influences? Early inspirations?
Zach: I agree. I agree completely about striking the balance between the two
attitudes. I think they are reconciled in that they are directly connected:
facing the insanity, or demons through art, keeps you from dwelling on
larger, scarier problems of life in other unhealthier ways. Whatever Woody

Allen says is the gospel, and I hope he lives as long as his parents and
produces as much as possible.
Favorite authors is such a tough question. Someone is always going to be
left off the list. I'll just through out a few: David Foster Wallace, Charles
Bukowski, Theodore Roethke, Hunter S. Thompson, Raymond
Carver, Baudelaire, William Faulkner, Donald Ray Pollack, Freud,
Plato, Flannery O'Connor, Robert Penn Warren, Guy de Maupassant, Lorrie
Moore, Chuck Palahniuk, Kierkegaard, the Beats, Haruki Murakami, Tim
O'Brien, Tennessee Williams, Junot Diaz, Sherman Alexie, Albert Camus,
Nietzsche, Beckett, Kafka, Louis-Ferdinand Celine, Emerson, ...so many, so
little time.
Influences, goddamn, again so many, in so many different fields. Bukowski,
Ingmar Bergman, Hunter S. Thompson, Professor John V. Glass, Tom
Waits, Andre 3000, the South, women, my past, Mahler, Sibelius, Woody
Allen, Bob Dylan, my generation, Kerouc's On the Road, Gershwin, BeeBop Jazz; the effect of religion on the world, America, the south; Michael
Haneke, "Howl," Edward Hopper,Jean-Michel Basquiat , Renee Margrite,
existentialism; the poor, downtrodden and beat, the darkness of people, how
we interact with each other, Scandinavian pop, sex, René Magritte, the
Cohen Brothers, Capitalism's crushing of good art, The Beatles, my
Papaw, Michael Jordan, Freud, strippers and/or prostitutes, Jung,
Kierkegaard, Classical thought, Realism, Surrealism, war, hell, the rejection
of our ever expansive pop culture, preachers, Marxism, hatred of flat bill
caps--and I'll end the list here.
My early inspirations are weird. I grew up in a rap generation so people like
2pac, Eminem, and Andre 3000 influenced me when I was younger. Hunter
S. Thompson was one of the first serious literary writers I began to read
and study in depth, and Hemingway pushed me further into literature.
Johnny Depp was actually an inspiration in a way, just because he was
weird. I was just always attracted to the weird, the outsider, the
lowdown. The internet made self educating much easier, so one artist could
lead you to twenty others and on and on. Honestly, drugs and alcohol were a
heavy influence on me in my search of art, writing and other aesthetic
pursuits. Not to sound cliché, but drugs opened up my mind to an entire
world of different things and cultures and art. And then when I found
Bukowski, I was sixteen, everything changed, the world changed; Hunter S.

had already tilted and shook it, but Buke just kicked it over. All of these
things lead me to be a writer.
Joe: Good point! Woody Allen is incredible. Fun fact: For years I only
wrote poetry, but developed a strong interest in narrative after seeing
Manhattan. So I guess we both owe him a serious debt.
I'm glad to see you included artists from other disciplines! There seems to be
this sort of snooty attitude some writers have towards somebody saying one
their biggest influences is a singer or rapper. But you're absolutely right to
mention them. I sometimes feel pressure to leave them off my list in order to
be "taken seriously." Fuck that! I own nearly every Bob Dylan album and so
I'm sure he's permanently made his mark on my language.
Some people seem to be so divided on the concept of drugs. Do you notice
artists never seem to mention them these days? I have a sneaking suspicion
drugs have played bigger parts than many artists let on. It's still taboo to
mention.
Next question: I've noticed a lot of great young writers now write poetry and
fiction. What do you think is the relation between the two? How do you
decide which to write- or do they "write themselves"?
Zach: Young writers like all writers are interested in poetry and prose
fiction because they are one in the same. A truly great work of fiction is
always poetic. Even in the dirtiest, dingiest, darkest depths that fiction can
highlight, it can always work if it is poetic. I think it is natural for writers to
want to try their hand, or at least have an interest, a grasp in all types of
literature. Myself, I have an idea or line come into my head--I decide if it
would fit best as a poem or a story and in best case scenarios I can take a
poem and turn it into a story or vice versa. The growing world of MFA
Writing programs is this idea that you should only write in one discipline
and that's bullshit. You may be much better than one or the other, but write
what you wanna fuckin write.
Joe: I agree! I feel as though sometimes I construct stories as a series of
poems. I think poetry is a little like taking a picture, and fiction is a little bit
like film. In a sense, film is comprised of a series of pictures, and in a sense
a story is comprised of poetic language. I've asked many people how they
pick which medium they work in and everyone reveals it's an almost

arbitrary distinction to them. It's as if the writing itself decides what form it
will take- and "poetry" or "fiction" are almost arbitrary, retrofitted labels. I
think that's the best description.
One more question: What do you feel about publishing? Is it almost an afterthought to writing a great piece? Or do you feel as an author, that publishing
is the goal? I'm fascinated by how authors decide what a "success" is for
their art.
Zach: I think there are few writers who don't want to be published. When I
am writing I am not thinking about being published. I just write and rewrite
and write again and then if I come across a magazine I think fits my work,
then I'll send it out. And yeah, it is a great feeling to know someone else
likes your work and wants to put it out there in their magazine for other
people to read. But if I wasn't being published I would still be writing.
Publishing should be an afterthought, but I would say definitely a goal at
some point. You want people to read, enjoy and think about what you have
put down on the page. We all have egos and needs for validation whether we
want to admit it or not. But the art should come first and foremost; whatever
you want it to be---everything else should come after.
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